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Introduction
Across the beach… this is the basis of the Hell on Wheels initial scenarios. The 
2nd Armored Division “Hell on Wheels”, along with the 70th Independent Tank 
Battalion, provided direct support for the 101st and 82nd Airborne divisions, our 
American troops represented in Sergeants Miniatures Game and Sergeants 
D-Day in their operations securing Carentan, St. Mere Eglise, and environs. 
Expanding the Normandy bridgehead in the weeks following D-Day, elements 
from the division, such as the 66th Armored Battalion and the 4th Cavalry Group, 
provided close support and reconnaissance for the airborne troops in the Bocage, in 
towns, and across large areas of open ground against some of the best mechanized 
troops the Germans had to throw against them. 

Sergeants: Hell on Wheels provides the basis for adding Vehicles, artillery, and anti-
tank guns (hereafter referred to simply as “Guns” unless the rules are specifi c to the 
type of gun) to the Sergeants system.

Because Vehicles and Guns are complex weapons of war that are serviced by Crews 
of men, Sergeants Hell on Wheels uses “Tactics Panels” to represent these 
weapons and Crew to indicate the Soldiers deployed to operate them. 

Sergeants: Hell on Wheels uses the same game mechanics that you are familiar with 
from Sergeants D-Day, and are compatible with Sergeants Miniatures Game 
with some additional, specifi c rules. This was done to allow battles over large areas 
of ground to be played using Sergeants D-Day and still fi t the battlefi eld on the 
average kitchen table. But it also allows for the very close actions where infantry 
engages armor and heavy weapons at close quarters. By simply changing your 
miniature used in play you can play Sergeants Hell on Wheels in both scales. 

Sergeants: Hell on Wheels uses some “shorthand” to reduce clutter on the Vehicle 
Panels. A good example is the hit locations surrounding the outside of the Vehicle/
Gun View. You will see the damage results from Sergeants you are familiar with 
in their four colors. However, some of the cards pulled will not have that language 
or the same symbol. The important part here is the color, and that is what matters 
more than the wording or icon shape. This is done so that there is no need to print 
four more icons around the Vehicle/Gun View for each aspect. When it is important 
to point out this shorthand in the rules, you will be told exactly what to look for.

Some of the rules presented in this book alter existing rules in one or both of the core 
rulebooks. Where such a change occurs, the rules in this book take precedence.

The Layout of This Book
As this rulebook expands current rules, the layout of this book matches that of 
the core rulebooks for both Sergeants Miniatures Game and Sergeants D-Day 
where possible. This is done so that you can quickly fi nd pertinent rules text in the 
order in which you are already familiar. The major exception to this is Equipment, 
which is now combined under Equip in the MOVE section.

While Sergeants Miniature Game and Sergeants D-Day share many of the same 
rules and concepts, there are a few signifi cant differences. Where those differences 
occur in this rulebook, the specifi c text will be labeled as [SMG Only] or [SDD Only] 
as appropriate.
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Components
A copy of Sergeants: Hell on Wheels includes the rules and generic markers you 
need to add Vehicles and Guns to the Sergeants system, including rules, scenarios, 
markers, Story cards, Order cards, and Equipment cards. Combined with individual 
Vehicle and Gun modules sold separately you will be able to add the beasts of war to 
any Sergeants battle in a nearly infi nite number of ways.

Vehicle and Gun Modules
In order to play Sergeants: Hell on Wheels, you must have at least one Vehicle or 
Gun module. In it you will fi nd Crew cards, Vehicle/Gun Cards, Team Tactics cards, 
Crew standees, markers, and the Vehicle Panel.

Soldiers
Sergeants D-Day introduced the concept of Crews for infantry weapons Crews and 
Teams, including machine-guns, light and medium mortars, anti-tank rockets, and 
so forth. Sergeants: Hell on Wheels uses the word “Crew” to represent those Teams 
that worked together on Vehicles, and heavier ordnance referred to in these rules as 
“Guns”.

Crew
Soldiers that are trained to operate Vehicles and Guns as an integrated Team are 
referred to as Crew.

When Crewman occupy their specifi c positions on the Vehicle/Gun Panel, they may 
perform unique actions allowed only for that Crew location. These actions are shown 
on and above the Crew card slots on the Vehicle/Gun Panel.

Trained Crewmen have their training and what Vehicle/Gun they are trained 
on, shown on their Soldier Card, just as in the core sets. For example, A Driver will 
have “Driver” under his name. This imparts particular Actions to the Soldier when 
occupying the Driver or Assistant Driver positions on the Vehicle Panel. Untrained 
and cross-trained Crew are discussed under Action Cards.

Crews are trained to operate a specifi c type of vehicle or gun as is indicated on their 
card. Crewmen are treated as untrained when attempting to operate Vehicles or 
Guns different from the one identifi ed on their cards. 

Crew Roles
The following list the possible Crew roles in Sergeants: Hell of Wheels.

Driver
The Driver is responsible for Move actions for the Vehicle. Typically, this is his only 
role. The Assistant-Driver is also trained as a Driver. Typically, both positions have 
an Unbutton icon above their card slots. The Assistant Driver also typically mans 
the Hull machine-Gun. 
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Gunner/Loader
Both Gunners and Loaders roles are performed by Crew with “Gunner” or “Loader” 
training. The Gunner may fi re the Vehicle main gun or secondary weapon from 
his position in the Vehicle or at the Gun. He typically has use of Optics from his 
position. The Loader is responsible for managing rounds for the Vehicle/Gun’s main 
weapon. This includes placing a round from “Ready Ammo” to “In Hand” to “In 
Breach” so the main Gun can fi re. For Guns, the Gunner is responsible for fi ring the 
weapon.

Radio Operator
The Radio Operator is responsible for using one or more radios within the Vehicle/
Gun. Typically, this is the Commander’s role, but some Vehicles have a dedicated 
Radio Operator position, such as the M8 armored car. Radios are used to Sight 
targets for other Vehicles and infantry, and to call artillery or air support.

Commander
Commanders may fi ll any role in a Vehicle or on a Gun Crew without restrictions. 
Typically, the Commander has the Unbutton icon above his card slot on the panel.

Spotter
Some Vehicles and Guns utilize a Spotter. His position typically uses Optics, 
whether printed on the Vehicle/Gun panel or via an equipment card, to Sight targets 
for the weapon. Some Spotters may have radios, depending on the type of Gun.

Crew as Soldiers
Crewman can be used just like regular Soldiers, but only on the condition that they 
do not start the game as part of the Crew of a Vehicle. They enter the board or start 
on the board just like other Soldiers, and can be members of Teams.

Vehicles and Guns
Vehicles and Guns are represented by a miniature or a token, and a Vehicle or Gun 
Panel. Vehicle and Gun panels are treated the same way as Team panels in the core 
games. This section describes the Vehicle and Gun panels and their features.

The Vehicle/Gun Panel
The Vehicle Panel contains all of the elements required to Crew and fi ght a specifi c 
Vehicle in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels. Here is an example of an M4A1 75 Sherman 
Vehicle Panel.

SHOW NOTE

Vehicles and 
Guns are unique, 
just as Soldiers 
are. Because 
each Vehicle or 
Gun panel may 
have its own 
unique charts, 
rules, and team 
confi gurations, 
this section can 
only provide 
a very general 
pictures of what 
each Vehicle 
or Gun Panel 
contains. For 
questions about 
panel components 
not covered here, 
please refer to the 
FAQ page on the 
website.

SHOW NOTE

Remember that 
a Commander 
can serve in 
any role on the 
Vehicle without 
restriction so long 
as he occupies 
the proper Crew 
location.
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The Vehicle Panel is composed of four sections: The Vehicle/Gun View that shows 
the Crew and Machinery/Component locations; the Vehicle Charts section that 
shows all of the charts necessary to manage various weapons, ammunition, and 
damage assessment; the Team Panel section with Soldier/Crew Card slots, divided 
into Vehicle compartments (Hull, Cabin, and Turret); and the Action Card section, 
which is identical in format and usage to that used in the core Sergeants games.

Vehicle/Gun View

The Vehicle/Gun View has yellow Machinery/Component and red Crew/Team 
location squares. 

Machinery/Components need to be free of any Damage markers to be used. Crew 
locations need to be occupied by Soldiers/Crewmen to be used. Crew may “serve” the 
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components printed on and above their Soldier/Crew card slots on the Team Panel 
if they also occupy that Crew location on the Vehicle/Gun View. Crew may Move to 
components to repair them or fi ght fi res, or in the case of “exposed weapons”, Move 
to the exposed components or onto the “deck” to use them.

Vehicle/Gun Charts 
Most of the table and charts on the Vehicle Panel are familiar to players of 
the core rules. Radios, Use Tracers, Bog, and other attributes are new and are 
explained later in this book. The ammunition section shows the values associated 
with different ammo types: their VP cost, the number of total rounds that may be 
purchased and the location of a given round that is being managed by the Soldier/
Crewman in the Loader’s location on the Vehicle/Gun View.

The main gun and mounted machine guns are shown. In some cases, a weapon 
is listed that does not have a corresponding location on the Vehicle/Gun View or 
the weapon will be labeled “AA”. These weapons require that a Soldier/Crewman 
dismount to the “deck”, or in some cases the Cabin, of the vehicle in order to use it. 
For example, the M4 Sherman on the chart below shows a .50cal MG. Though not designated as 
such, this weapon is “AA” This weapon is not shown as a location on the Vehicle/Gun View, so a 
Soldier/Crewman must be located on the Vehicle’s “deck” in order to fi re it.

The Blast line on the main gun’s chart is for indirect fi re, just like a grenade. Main 
guns with a blast line can be used as on-board artillery with the rules for artillery 
applying, although they are not purchased like other artillery. 

The VP cost of the Vehicle or Gun is typically found at the lower left of the Vehicle 
Charts section.

Finally, the various Damage tables are divided into the compartments of the 
Vehicle/Gun and are used to help assess damage infl icted upon the Vehicle/Gun.
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The Team Panel
Soldier/Crew cards are placed in the card positions on the Team Panel and are 
treated as Tactics Teams for all rules governing them. In addition, Teams of Soldiers 
may be transported by a vehicle and act as a Team Panel separate from the Crew. 
Again, they are treated as tactics panels with all Sergeants rules applying to both 
the Crew and the passenger Team. Here is an example from a M3 Sherman tank:

The Team Panel shows the Soldier/Crew Card slots for the Crew, Mounted Teams, 
and Passengers. Printed on the card slots are the various weapons and equipment 
that a Soldier/Crewman in that slot may use. This is also printed above the card 
slots. In addition, the Move functions uniquely available only to Soldiers/Crewman 
in this slots appear there.

Special Rules and Equipment
Special rules and equipment related to the Vehicle/Gun Panel are printed on the 
panel, along with their usage within the game. Where these differ from the rules 
contained in the core rules or this rule book, the rules on the panels take precedent.

Mapboard
This section covers new rules that expand those found in this section of the core rule 
sets. 

Measuring Distance
When determining Distance from a Vehicle or Gun, measure from the corner of the 
plaque printed on the square or Landmark closest to the target to the closest corner 
on the target Square’s plaque.
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Action Cards
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels alters the usage of action cards based on the training of 
Soldiers/Crew manning positions in/on a Vehicle/Gun.

Action Deck
The Vehicle/Gun Action Deck is created much the same way as in creating an Action 
Deck for Soldiers. The Vehicle/Gun Action Deck is built as follows: Take all the 
Vehicle/Gun Action Cards provided in the Vehicle/Gun module being used. Add the 
Team Action cards also provided in the module. To it, add all Rank and Action cards 
for each Crewman, being sure to only include Rank cards appropriate for the given 
Crewman’s rank. Shuffl e these cards together. The result is the Vehicle/Gun Action 
Deck.

There is once Action Deck per Vehicle as their is one per player-squad in the core 
rules. Note that an ambitious player may run combinations of Vehicle and infantry 
squads, each with their own action deck, initiative, etc.

Untrained Soldiers as Crew
Soldiers can serve out of their normal training and man a position on any Vehicle 
or Gun, with restrictions. The Soldiers cards are removed from their current Action 
deck and added to the Vehicle/Gun action deck. Any specialist cards and equipment 
cards associated with the Soldier are removed from play. Set these aside as they 
may be put in play if the Soldier returns to his original squad.

A Soldier may not serve in a Crew position if the Crewman for that position still 
exists. Action cards that refer to actions performed by Crew may not be performed 
by untrained Soldiers. For example, if the Talk bubble says “one Crew may Sight, one Crew 
may Shoot”, neither of these may be performed by an untrained Soldier. Only when an Action 
refers to a Soldier may an action related to the Vehicle be performed. For example, if 
a Soldier is in the Driver location and the Action card says “One Soldier may Move”, then the 
Vehicle may perform a Move action.

Cross-Trained Crew
While all Crew are crossed-trained in the various roles of a Vehicle/Gun Crew, they 
are not as profi cient as a Crew member specifi cally trained in that role. But, they are 
much better in the role than an untrained Soldier. Therefore, when Crew are acting 
outside of their normal training they do not derive the benefi t of multiple actions 
described on the Vehicle Action card or Crew card. They can only perform one of 
the actions presented. For example, a Driver may serve as Gunner but, if the Vehicle Action 
card says “One Crew may Move, Acquire Target, then Shoot” the Crewman in question can only 
perform one of the given actions available.

Also, the Crewman acting outside of his training may not use a License Plate Action 
to perform actions associated with a cross-trained position. For example, a Driver may 
not use a License Plate Action to fi re the main Gun. 

License Plate
The License Plate on a Vehicle/Gun is functionally equivalent to the Soldier/
Crewman’s Dog Tag and allows the Vehicle to take an additional Action on the card, 
with one exception: only a single Move Action may be performed by a given Vehicle 
per Phase, if that Action involves physically moving the Hull in any way.
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Scenario Setup
Scenario setup for Sergeants: Hell on Wheels is performed as per the core rules with 
changes to those rules as described here.

Purchasing Equipment
(The following rules replace those found in SMG and SDD core sets.)

Equipment cards may be found with the Story Deck cards that come in starter sets, 
in expansions, and with Specialists. Additional equipment and ordnance can be 
found on the Equipment/Ordnance Chart. These items are available for purchase 
and use by your Soldiers/Crews. When selecting your forces, and especially when 
equipping your Vehicle/Gun with ammunition, the costs in VPs associated with 
the equipment or ordnance is listed on the Equipment card or on the Equipment/
Ordnance Chart. This cost is paid for from the VPs allocated for the scenario. 

When designating which Soldier has the Equipment Card, place that card under the 
Soldier card. 

Place purchased ammunition rounds in the Victory Point box or any convenient 
location on the Vehicle/Gun Panel. Note that the backs of the ammo tokens are 
denominations greater than one round and are used to reduce the number of 
physical tokens on the panels.

Orders
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels provides new Order cards in order to incorporate Vehicles 
into Sergeants games. These new Orders are:

• Reconnaissance - Requirements are met by entering a road and Spotting all 
Vehicles and over half of all enemy Soldiers.

• Overrun - Requirements are met by destroying an enemy Vehicle or ten enemy 
Soldiers.

• Armor Assault - Requirements are met by controlling Landmarks and 
destroying enemy Vehicles.

• Armor Support - Requirements are met by assisting other friendly forces 
complete their orders.

• Observer - Requirements are met by calling in artillery.

• Ambush - A bonus is awarded of double the highest three VPs scored.

• Screen - A bonus is awarded of double the VP score for destroyed enemy 
Vehicles.

• Rear Guard - A bonus is scored for friendly forces exiting the board.

• Positional Defense - Requirements are met by holding Landmarks and 
destroying enemy vehicles.

• Overwatch - A bonus is awarded for destroying enemy Vehicles.
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Play Sequence
The play sequence is altered to allow certain actions for playing Sergeants: Hell on 
Wheels.

1. Players draw Action Cards. 

2. Reveal the top three Phase Cards from the Story Deck. 

3. Resolve any Events that are triggered by the Cause and Effect Boxes.

4. Determine if smoke dissipates (new).

5. Resolve any Heavy Artillery or Rocket fi re if it was planned for this turn (new).

6. Place Action Cards.

7. Determine which player has the Initiative.

8. Phase 1 Actions taken in Initiative Order.

9. Fight Soldiers/Crew and Vehicles in Combat Contact.

10. Check to see if any Vehicle Fires spread (new).

11. Repeat steps 7 through 10 for Phases 2 and 3.

12. Discard all remaining cards from your hand.

Game Play
Using the Vehicle’s Action Cards
Action cards in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels are used in much the same way as those 
in the core rules. The following sections describe in detail those Actions and how 
those Actions are performed differently in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels.

LOOK
The following rules add to and expand upon the current rules for LOOK as found in 
the core rule sets.

Line of Sight [SMG Only]
When using X-Terrain, the Climb value for sighting purposes is the sum of all Climb 
values of the X-Terrain up to and including the part occupied by the Soldier/Vehicle. 
For example, a Soldier standing on the top level of an X-Terrain piece that has two levels marked 
Climb 2, has a sum Climb value of 4. This is determined for both the Soldier/Vehicle 
attempting to Sight and the potential target of the Sight action. Use the higher 
value of the two sums for the LOS purposes. If the Climb Value of any intervening 
Vehicles or X-Terrain is 4 Climb levels higher than that sum, the LOS is blocked.

Vehicles also have a Climb value. In general, Vehicles without a Turret or Cabin 
have a Climb value of 2. Vehicles with a Turret have a Climb value of 3 (2 for the 
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Hull and 1 for the Turret). Vehicles with Climb values other than 2 or 3 have those 
values printed on the Vehicle Panel.

X-Terrain buildings always block LOS regardless of Climb value.

A blocked LOS does not cause the removal of a Spotted marker from the target.

Examples 

Tank A is trying to spot Tank C and Tank B is in between them and there are no 
additional climb values on the terrain between them.  Tank A has a Climb value of 3 
and Tank B has a climb value of 3, so the line of site is not obstructed.

Tank A is trying to spot tank C and a Sdkfz 250/1 half-track on an X-Terrain hill is 
between them. Tank A has a Climb Value of 3, the half-track has a Climb value of 2 
and the hill has a Climb value of 2. The intervening Climb level is only 1 more than 
that of Tank A, so the LOS is not blocked.

Tank A is trying to spot Tank B. Tank C is on an intervening X-Terrain hill (Climb 4 
total). The total Climb value of Tank C is 7, 4 more than that of Tank A, so the Line 
of Sight is blocked.

Sight
Unbuttoned Crewmen performing a Sight action in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels uses 
the same process as the core game. Buttoned-up Crewmen attempting to Sight a 
target add the Sight value of the Vehicle to the Crew member’s Sight value before 
counting distance or adjusting any Sight value. For example, if a Vehicle’s Sight value is 
-6 and the Crewman’s Sight value is 13, then the adjust Sight value is 13 – 6 = 7. The Crewman’s 
Sight range is now 7 squares. At this point, the regular Sight rules from the core game are 
applied.

Also, see Optics.

Acquiring a Target
A Crewman may attempt to turn the Turret or the Hull of a Vehicle as a Look action 
in order to bring a target currently spotted by the Vehicle into the Vehicle’s Shooting 
Arc. This is called Acquiring a Target. The Crewman gets a free Sight attempt, using 
Optics if they are available. A successful Sight attempt results in the target being 
“spotted” by the Crewman and the Turret or Hull is moved to bring the target into 
the Vehicle’s line of fi re. A failed attempt results in no such turn of the Turret or 
Hull taking place.

A Crewman performing this action must be in the Gunner position on the Vehicle 
Panel. A Crewman performing this action that requires the Hull to move also 
requires a Crewman in the Driver position on the Vehicle Panel.

General Spotted Markers
The Spotted markers that are placed that are not specifi c to Called Artillery or 
are not tied directly via Dog-Tag or License Plate to a Vehicle or Gun are called 
“general” Spotted markers for the purposes of these rules.

Vehicle Spotted Markers
Crews in Vehicles are not in general communication with supporting forces and as 
a result do not share sightings. When a Crewman spots a target with a successful 

TARGET

Acquiring a 
Target is a way 
for the Vehicle or 
Gun to line up 
a target in the 
Arc of Fire using 
a LOOK action 
on an already 
Spotted target. A 
Vehicle or Gun 
can always use a 
MOVE action to 
do the same thing, 
including turning 
the Turret or Hull 
to bring a Hidden 
target into the Arc 
of Fire.
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Sight action, the Vehicle taking the action places its own Spotted Markers that are 
unique to it alone (has the Vehicle’s license plate number).

Equipment cards and Tactics cards provide game mechanisms that also allow 
a Spotted marker to be shared between supporting infantry and a Vehicle and 
between Vehicles working in concert.

[SDD Only] If a Vehicle spots a Soldier’s hidden marker, do not replace the hidden 
marker with the Soldier standee. Place that Vehicle’s Spotted marker on the 
Soldier’s hidden marker. Only the use of Tracers, or Radio Contact between a 
Vehicle and a Soldier with a radio, causes the hidden marker to be converted to the 
Soldier’s standee. This does not alter the normal Sight rules for Soldiers attempting 
to spot other Soldiers.

Visibility
A Vehicle is a large noisy target. The Sight value of a Soldier or Crewman is 
multiplied by the Visibility number of the target Vehicle. For example, a Crewman 
buttoned-up in a Vehicle has an adjusted Sight of 7 squares after applying the Vehicle’s Sight 
modifi er. If the target were a Soldier on the ground in cover of -6 LOOK the Crewman would not 
see the enemy until they were within 1 Sq. However, a Jagdtiger with a Visibility x 10 could be 
seen by that Crewman out to 70 Squares prior to applying LOOK modifi ers from the intervening 
map squares.

Sighting Squares
Crew, and other Soldiers for that matter, can Sight a square by placing a Sight 
marker on the square’s ID panel using a Sight action. The Crew or Soldier must 
have the Sight Range in order to Sight the square. This is done to indicate that the 
square is a valid target for an attack with HE/SMOKE/FIRE ammunition types that 
affect the square and all Vehicles, weapons and Soldiers in that square.

Radio Contact
Radio Contact is established by playing the number of LOOK cards listed under the 
Radio line of the Vehicle/Gun’s LOOK box in a single turn. For example, a player with 
LOOK cards in the fi rst and third Action phases of a turn can establish radio contact after the 
playing of the second LOOK card in the third Action phase. Once Radio Contact is achieved 
either of the following two Radio actions is taken immediately: Sight, or Artillery. 
Radio contact does not extend from turn to turn and must be re-established. These 
actions are free.

A Soldier with a Radio may also make Radio Contact. The default Radio value for 
Soldiers is 2.

Sight and Radio Contact
Upon establishing Radio Contact a Spotted marker from another Vehicle may be 
placed on a target if the calling Vehicle’s Spotted marker is already on the target. 
The Vehicle being Spotted for must also have a Radio, but does not take a Radio 
action. The Vehicle being Spotted for must also be able to Spot the target had it 
performed a Sight action.

This also applies to general Spotted markers placed for a Soldier equipped with 
a Radio. Upon making Radio Contact, a general Spotted marker is placed on the 
targeted Soldier or square if the Soldier would otherwise be able to Spot that target 
by making a Sight action.
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A Soldier with a Radio may also Spot for a Vehicle with a Radio under the same 
conditions above.

Artillery and Radio Contact
Upon establishing Radio Contact off-board artillery may be directed at a square 
within Sight range of the radio operator and already marked with a Spotted marker 
of the appropriate type, general or License Plate. See the section on Artillery for 
details of the types of artillery available, radios, and their usage.

Optics
Only Crew members that have Optics printed on their Fighting Position (the red 
box on the Vehicle/Gun View) gain this benefi t for Look actions. The numbers are 
the negative modifi ers that are ignored when counting Sight “range.” For example, an 
Optics value of 0-2 means that when performing a Look action, all squares that are between the 
Crewman performing the action and the target that have -1 or -2 in their ID panels are ignored 
for the specifi c action attempted.

The use of Optics negates the Vehicle’s Sight modifi er.

Unbutton
A Crewman with an Unbutton icon above his Soldier/Crew Card slot may use 
a LOOK action to unbutton the location (the red box on the Vehicle/Gun View). 
The Crewman in question must be in that position in order to unbutton. Once 
unbuttoned, place an Unbuttoned marker on that Crew position. The position 
remains unbuttoned until it is buttoned up again. This applies even if there is not a 
Crewman in that position.

Command
Some vehicles have the Command attribute indicating exceptional cohesiveness 
between Vehicles in a Platoon, or between a Vehicle and its integral team. Any 
Soldier/Crew that qualifi es as a Leader in the core game and whose Soldier/Crew 
card occupies the Commander slot on the Team Panel, may perform a Command 
Action, whether they are an Offi cer or not.

HIDE
The following rules add to and expand upon the current rules for HIDE as found in 
the core rule sets.

Take Cover
A Vehicle can Take Cover just like a Soldier in the core game, totaling negative 
HIDE modifi ers on the map and adding the Vehicle’s HIDE value.. A Vehicle can 
only Take Cover in a square with a HIDE modifi er of -3 or less. That is, HIDE 
modifi ers apply if they are -3, -4, -5, and so on. Taking Cover conceals the Vehicle, 
removing any general Spotted marker associated with it. All Vehicle Spotted 
markers on the Vehicle wishing to take cover are resolved separately.

[SDD Only] In SDD, unspotted (“hidden”) Soldiers are represented by their Hidden 
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marker. For Vehicles and Guns, use the fl ip side of the Vehicle/Gun counter that 
shows the Vehicle in its normal state (no damage). This serves two purposes: it 
represents the hidden Vehicle; in the case of multiple Vehicles, it hides what type of 
Vehicle it is. While the marker is out of scale for SMG, it can still be used for that 
purpose in SMG, if desired.

Also, see Pop Smoke.

Button Up
A Crew member may perform a HIDE or Take Cover action to button-up a hatch. 
The Crew member must be in the Crew location with the Unbutton marker. Remove 
the unbutton marker to indicate that the hatch in that position is now buttoned.

Hull Down
A Vehicle/Gun may attempt to go “Hull-down” in 
order to reduce exposure to enemy Sight and Shoot 
attempts. In order to attempt to do so, the Vehicle 
must be in a square with both negative Look and 
Move modifi ers (or S, D, or T in SDD), and it must 
pass a Bog check. If both of the conditions are met, 
then place a Hull-Down marker on or next to the 
Vehicle.

  A Vehicle that is Hull Down gains a -3 SHOOT terrain modifi er in addition to any 
Shoot modifi ers of the square it is in. It also gains a Protection modifi er of -2 Hits.

A Hull Down Vehicle is not hidden. Hull Down only 
applies to Shoot attempts against the Hull Down 
Vehicle that are taken from the side of the square the 
Hull is facing and the two corners associated with that 
side.

A Vehicle/Gun loses its Hull Down status any time 
it Moves out of the square or Landmark or the Hull 
changes facing within the square or Landmark.

MOVE
The following rules modify and expand upon the current rules for MOVE as found in 
the core rule sets. 

How to Move
 Each Move action allows a Vehicle to Move the number 
of squares indicated on the Vehicle Panel and is 
differentiated between Road and Open movement. Moves 
are made to a directly adjacent square through a side or 
corner.

Some squares have Move modifi ers that increase the cost of movement. If a Vehicle 
does not have enough movement in squares to pay the movement cost, movement 
can be saved up through the use of Move+ and Move++ markers. Move+ markers 
store movement so that it can be used in a later Move action to make the move. 
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A Move+ marker counts as 2 squares and cost a Move action to acquire. A Move++ 
marker counts as 3 squares and costs two Move actions to acquire. Depending on 
the diffi culty of the Move, a Vehicle may require a number of Move+ and Move++ 
markers. Place Move+ and Move++ markers next to the Vehicle or on the Vehicle 
Panel, whichever is most convenient. Move modifi ers that are printed in the squares 
are deducted when attempting to leave a square, not enter it.

Move+ and Move++ markers are not saved once a Vehicle moves into a new square. 
So, a Vehicle that required a Move++ marker to move into a square decides instead 
to move into a square across a side requiring a Move+ marker does not retain 1 
square of movement for use later. Unused Move+ and Move++ markers are removed.

[SMG Only] For example, a Sherman tank has an Open movement rate of 1 square. It wishes 
to move out of a square, that has a Move modifi er of -1, into an adjacent square through a side. 
It requires a move of 2 squares to leave the square. Because the Sherman cannot move into the 
next square in the immediate Move action, it acquires a Move+ marker that counts as 2 squares 
of movement. During a following Move action, the tank can then use the Move+ marker to move 
into the square. The Move+ marker is then removed.

[SDD Only] For example, a Sherman tank has an Open movement rate of 1 square. It wishes 
to move out of a square, that has a Move modifi er of S, into an adjacent square through a side. 
It requires a move of 2 squares to leave the square. Because the Sherman cannot move into the 
next square in the immediate Move action, it acquires a Move+ marker that counts as 2 squares 
of movement. During a following Move action, the tank can then use the Move+ marker to move 
into the square. The Move+ marker is then removed.

Movement Modifi ers
The charts below are copied directly from the core Sergeants D-Day set. Of interest 
in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels are the Wheel and Track lines on the chart. Some 
modifi ers apply to SMG, such as Roadblocks and Barricades which use the ‘T’ MOVE 
modifi er.

The following chart lists the movement costs to exit a square with the printed Move 
modifi er: S (Slow), R (Rough), or T (Tracked). 

Here is the same chart used by SMG.
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A Vehicle cannot Move at all so long as it has a Pin marker.

Vehicles may Move once per action type: dog tag (for the Driver) or license plate (for 
the Vehicle), talk bubble, and Narrator Box. Each may contribute one Move action 
to the Vehicle’s movement. For example, a card with Move as its action that has a dog tag 
matching the Vehicle you want to Move and a talk bubble saying a Vehicle may Move, then Move 
again. Each Move action taken by a Vehicle allows either Open or Road movement, 
but these cannot be combined in the same action. 

Any Soldier occupying the Driver position may move a Vehicle whenever a Move 
action is taken. However, “Move and Move Again” actions for untrained Soldiers 
(no “Driver” designation on the Soldier card) and Crew are treated as only a single 
Move, not two. 

Facing
Facing is always treated as toward the side or corner of the square or Landmark 
occupied by the Vehicle/Gun and pointed to by the Vehicle/Gun’s Front – applying 
to both the Hull and any Turrets. Adjust the Vehicle if necessary to make this clear 
to all players. This provides eight “compass points” of facing. Vehicles may change 
facing up to four adjacent “compass points” as a Move action, while remaining in the 
same square.

Facing may be different for Turret and Hull. Moving either one requires a MOVE 
action. For example, a “Two Crew may Move” allows for the Hull to move given a Driver in the 
Driver location, and for the Turret to Move given a Gunner in the Gunner location.

A vehicle may Move without the need to change Hull facing across the side or corner 
it Hull is facing and the immediately adjacent corners or sides. A vehicle using Road 
Movement may always follow the road graphic and freely change facing so long as 
it stays on the road. A Vehicle wishing to turn around on a road must use Moves 
Action to do so, as described above.

Same Square
When a Vehicle is in the same square with an enemy Vehicle it may not take any 
action other than Move or Shoot. See Shoot for further restrictions on the Shoot 
action.
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A Vehicle that Moves into, or changes the Vehicle’s facing in a square occupied 
by Soldiers/Crew displaces those Soldiers/Crew. Displacement occurs whenever 
a Vehicle’s position in the square overlaps the Soldier/Crewman’s base either 
intentionally by a player, as a result of Road movement, or due to the need to “make 
room” for the Vehicle to fi t onto the square. Displacement is the act of adjusting the 
physical position of Soldiers/Crew within a square to make room for a Vehicle to fi t 
on that square. If a friendly soldier cannot displace, then the Vehicle cannot enter 
the square. Displacement is a free Action. Displacement occurs as follows:

• In SMG, if the Soldier/Crewman is in cover, then it can displace to remain in 
cover, else it displaces out of cover or out of the square away from the enemy. 

• In SDD, the Soldier/Crew moves to allow the Vehicle room in the square by 
displacing into another square away from the enemy, if necessary.

Vehicles can displace Soldiers/Crew in X-Terrain but not X-Terrain buildings. 

When a Vehicle enters a square with enemy Soldiers/Crew, the same rules apply, 
but any enemy Soldier that is pinned has to make two Damage checks to see if he 
gets run over. Any Wound or Kill removes the Soldier/Crew as Killed, and cannot be 
captured.

Vehicles do not displace other Vehicles, except that a Vehicle may overlap, “run 
over”, and destroy another Vehicle if the Vehicle being run over has no armor. 
Remove the destroyed vehicle from play. The moving Vehicle must be fully tracked, 
and takes three Bog checks doing so. Vehicles may not use Road movement to run 
over a Vehicle.

Bog Checks
A Vehicle that starts a Move action to move to another square, change facing, or go 
Hull-Down in any terrain that has a negative MOVE modifi er (or S, R, or T in SDD) 
must make a Bog check at the start of the Move action. This is done by making 
a Damage check and if the result is Pin the Vehicle Bogs and the Move action is 
canceled. One Damage check is made for every negative MOVE modifi er on the 
square. For SDD, one Damage check is made for S, 2 Damage checks are made for R, 
and a T is 1 Damage check for tracked Vehicles and 2 Damage checks for all others.

Place a number of Pin Markers next to the Vehicle equal to the Bog Pins for each Pin 
Damage Result. For example, a PzKw IVH pulls 2 Pin results and has a Bog 3 Pins (MOVE -3) 
on the square. 6 Pin markers are placed next to the bogged Vehicle.

Removing Pins
Vehicles may remove 1 Pin marker as a Move action taken by the Vehicle.

Road Vehicle Movement
Vehicles that are facing the side of a square where a road enters or leaves the square 
may use the Road movement value on the Vehicle Panel. Place the Vehicle on the 
road graphic. So long as the Vehicle remains on the road graphic, it may continue 
to use Road movement. A Vehicle may not Move on roads and open areas using 
the same Move action. Once a Vehicle enters or leaves a road, its Move action ends 
immediately.

Vehicles may not use Road Movement to enter a square with another Vehicle.
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Backing Up
Backing a Vehicle up is always limited to 1 square regardless of the Road movement 
value, unless the Vehicle has an exception to the rule on the Vehicle Panel. 

Passing Vehicles
Passing another Vehicle on the road always requires Bog check whether or not there 
is a printed Move modifi er on the square.

Climb [SMG Only]
When using Soldiers/Crew that do not have a Climb value on their Soldier Card in 
scenarios where they do not have a Vehicle, their default Climb value is 3. 

Mount and Dismount
The following rules cover mounting and dismounting Vehicles as performed by both 
Crew and Passengers. It makes use of Climb rules from SMG. Any mention of Climb 
applies to SMG only and is ignored when playing SDD.

Mounting or Dismounting counts as a Move action.

A Vehicle that has a Move+ or a Move++ marker is considered moving. A Soldier/
Crewman cannot Mount a Vehicle so long as the Vehicle has one of these markers. 

Mounting a Vehicle is performed from the map square to the Hull/Cabin on the 
Vehicle Panel and is a Climb 2. For normal passengers, such an Action places them 
in the Cabin section, if one exists, on the Vehicle Panel. If no such Cabin exists, then 
the passenger is placed on the Vehicle “deck”. To represent that a Soldier/Crewman 
is on the Vehicle’s “deck”, place the Soldier/Crewman on or near the word “Hull” on 
the Vehicle Panel.

Mounting the Turret from the Hull is Climb 1. If the Soldier/Crewman is entering 
the Turret, then place him on one of the Turret locations with a Button icon as part 
of the same Action. If that position is already occupied, the Move cannot be made. If 
the Soldier/Crewman is simply riding on the Turret, then place him on or near the 
word “Turret” on the Vehicle Panel.

A Vehicle can only be dismounted if the Vehicle is stopped or Moves no more than 
one square during the Phase. A Vehicle must not Move at all during the phase to 
mount Soldiers. 

[SMG Only] Climb penalties are 1 less for dismounting. Dismounting from a Turret 
to the Hull “deck” is Climb 0. Dismounting from the Hull/Cabin to the map square is 
Climb 1. 

Crew and Passengers that Dismount from a Vehicle are placed in the same square 
as the Vehicle. A Dismounted marker is placed next to the dismounted Crewman.

Trained Crew, and any Soldiers/Crewman in SDD, ignore Climb requirements.

Soldiers may always start a scenario mounted on a Vehicle, unless otherwise altered 
by scenario rules.
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Tank Riders
Passengers riding on the Turret or Hull “deck” are termed Tank Riders. Tank Riders 
receive no protection derived by the Vehicle when mounted on the Vehicle in this 
fashion. The maximum number of tank riders allowed is limited to 2x the number 
of Crew in Turret and Hull. For vehicles with a Cabin for Passengers the maximum 
number of Tank Riders is equal to the number of Passenger/Team card slots/
locations in the Cabin. For example, the Sdkfz 250 half-track has 4 Team card slots in the 
Cabin. It may take an additional 4 Soldiers as Tank Riders.  

Tank Riders cannot Hide.

Crew Movement
This section covers how to Move Vehicle Crewmen when dismounted and within the 
Vehicle itself.

Dismounted Crew Movement
Dismounted Crew must remain in the same square as their Vehicle. Exception: See 
Prisoners, below.

Crew as Soldiers
When playing a game you may choose to use Crewmen as regular Soldiers (i.e., 
without a Vehicle) then they Move per the regular movement rules in the core 
games.

When using Crew as Soldiers in SMG, Walk is 5 inches.

Vehicle Panel Crew Movement
Crew within a Vehicle may move to any empty Crew location or to any machinery/
component location to fi ght a fi re or perform a repair. Crewmen may not Move 
through an occupied Crew location to get to machinery/component locations. For 
example, a Gunner cannot move through an occupied Commander position on a Sherman tank to 
repair the radio.

Some Machinery/Component locations are outside of the Vehicle and require a 
Crewman to dismount in order to move to that location. The machinery/component 
locations considered outside the Vehicle are: Track, Wheel, Engine, and Drive-train.

Combat Contact
Like Combat Contact between opposing Soldiers, Combat Contact between Soldiers/
Crew and an opposing Vehicle share many of the same rules. This section describes 
changes to the normal Combat Contact and Fight rules as they apply to Fights 
between Vehicles and Soldiers on foot.

When Soldiers are in the same square in SDD, or in base-to-Vehicle-contact 
(physically touching), including on the “deck” in SMG, with an enemy Vehicle, 
they are both said to be in Combat Contact and will Fight at the end of the current 
Phase. When moving into Combat Contact, any Soldiers in Combat Contact are 
immediately Spotted. 

In a case where multiple Vehicles are in the square or Landmark, each one must be 
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involved in Combat Contact. Again, opposing Vehicles in the same square may only 
Move and Shoot. They never Close Combat each other. 

As in Urban room and X-Terrain, Combat Contact involving a Vehicle is termed 
“Close Combat” as it allows Soldiers/Crew to take a Shoot action at Close Range 
even when in Combat Contact.

Each Vehicle compartment is an isolated Close Contact action.

In Sergeants: Hell on Wheels resolving Close Combat occurs in three steps: both 
sides perform Shoot actions; both sides determine Combat Initiative; both sides 
Fight. Resolve each Close Combat, one Vehicle at a time, one compartment at a time: 
Hull, Turret, and Cabin.

[SMG Only] In order to come into Combat Contact, Soldiers must Climb onto the 
“deck”, Climb 2, in order to Fight Hull or Turret via a hatch. Soldiers do not have to 
Climb in order to Fight the Cabin of a Vehicle.

Shooting in Close Combat
Shooting occurs simultaneously. This can consist of tossing a grenade or fi ring a 
weapon. Remember that only two Soldiers/Crew may Shoot per side per unbuttoned 
hatch, door, or open compartment.

Crew inside Vehicles get protection from shots fi red equal to the lowest armor value 
of the compartment (Hull, Turret, or Cabin) in question, or 3, whichever is lowest. 
This protection value negates that number of shots from a given Soldier/Crew.

All shots are taken at Close range. Remember that shots at Close range count all 
hits from Short and Long range as well as Close range hits.

For example, a Soldier fi res an MP 40 into an unbuttoned Turret hatch. He makes 
a Hit check and the total of Long, Short, and close ranges is 7 hits. The target’s 
protection is 3, so the total number of hits is adjusted to 4. You then apply damage 
checks normally.

Blast checks from grenades or other Blast weapons are doubled inside a 
compartment (Contained Blast) and only exist within that compartment. For example, 
a grenade Hit Check results in a Blast 2 Hits. Because compartments in a Vehicle use Contained 
Blast, the number of Hits is doubled to 4, with damage being pulled from both the Shooters and 
Targets decks, because the shot uses explosives (a Blast Hit Check).

Once all Shoot actions are completed and results are applied, proceed to the next 
step and determine Combat Initiative.

Combat Initiative
Shoot actions are simultaneous (Initiative is not determined), while the Fight 
portion of Close Combat is based on Combat Initiative. The rules for Combat 
Initiative are repeated and revised as follows:

Combat Initiative is determined for each Fight. Count the cards currently in your 
hand. This is the initial combat Initiative total. Count the number of Fight cards 
you draw based on the Fight value on the Soldier cards of the participating Soldiers/
Crew, applying any modifi ers as described below. Add this result to the initial 
Combat Initiative total. The resulting count is the Combat Initiative value. For 
example, a Player has three Action cards in his hand. His initial Combat Initiative count is 3. 
He has two Soldiers with a combined Fight value of 5. Added to the initial Combat Contact total 
results in a Combat Initiative value of 8.    
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The Player with the highest Combat Initiative will go fi rst in resolving the Fight. 
In case of a tie in Combat Initiative values, the Player with the highest VP-valued 
Soldier/Crew goes fi rst. If that is also a tie the Player with the Soldier with the 
lowest Dog Tag number goes fi rst.

Only two Soldiers/Crew may participate in a Shoot or Fight Action per each hatch, 
door, or open compartment (such as the fi ghting compartment on the Marder III). 
This limits the number of Fight cards that can be drawn. Further, the total number 
of Fight cards drawn for Soldiers against a buttoned hatch halves that number, 
rounded down.

For example, two Soldiers are in Close Combat and are fi ghting against a buttoned 
Turret. If the total Fight value for both Soldiers is 5, this number is reduced to 2.

Fight
Fights are resolved using the modifi ed Fight card counts per player using the normal 
rules found in the core set.

Once a Fight is resolved, restart the Close Combat process for any remaining 
compartments in the Vehicle, then resolve any other Combat Contacts or Close 
Combats remaining.

Close Combat Example
Three paratroopers are assaulting a PzKw IVH, during the Move phase the 
paratroopers move into Combat Contact with the PzKw IVH: two Climb onto the Hull 
(Climb value of 2) to attack the Driver’s Unbuttoned hatch; the remaining paratrooper 
Climbs onto the Hull and then onto the Turret (Climb value of 1) to attack the 
Commander’s Unbuttoned hatch. After any other actions for the phase are completed 
the paratroopers and PzKw Crew will engage in Close Combat.  First, all Soldiers/
Crew will perform Shoot actions simultaneously at Close Range. We will start with 
our brave paratroopers attacking the Driver’s hatch. The fi rst paratrooper, armed with 
a Thompson, scores 4 hits and his buddy with an M1 scores 2 hits. The Driver gets 
the benefi t of the lowest armor value of the PzKw IVH Hull or 3 whichever is lowest, 
as protection. Since the lowest hull armor value is 2 that is the number used. The fi rst 
shot only scored two hits, 4 Hits – 2 Armor = 2 hits, and the second shot scores none, 2 
hits – 2 Armor = 0 hits.  The Driver and Assistant Driver fi re back. They can both fi re 
since up to two Soldiers/Crew may fi re using a single Unbuttoned hatch.  The Driver 
misses, however the Assistant Driver scores 2 hits.  Resolving the shooting we fi nd out 
that the Driver is wounded, the second Damage check results in a Wreck result which 
has no effect on the Crew.  One of the paratroopers is killed and other is missed.

Now we need to determine combat initiative the paratrooper player has 5 cards left in 
hand and the PzKw IVH player has 4. The remaining paratrooper is Master Sergeant 
Candy and he has a fi ght value of 5 cards. The 5 cards in hand + 5 Fight cards gives 
him a Combat Initiative of 10. The Driver and Assistant Driver each draw 2 Fight 
cards giving them a combat initiative of 8, 4 cards in Hand +2 Fight cards + 2 Fight 
cards = 8. Master Sergeant Candy goes fi rst selecting from the 5 Fight cards he drew 
and plays a Kill against the Driver, removing him from play.  The German player 
plays a Wound card, wounding Master Sergeant Candy. The paratrooper player plays 
a Wound card, wounding the Assistant Driver and the German player plays a Pin.  
The paratrooper player plays a Pin against the Assistant Driver and the German 
player plays another Pin which has no effect.  At this point the paratrooper player has 
two cards left, a Pin and a Zip which will not have any additional effect on the Close 
Combat. The German player has a Wreck card left which would have no effect on a 
soldier as it is counted as a Zip. This completes Close Combat for this phase for this 
compartment.
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Since the third paratrooper is assaulting the Turret, and that counts as a separate 
compartment, that Close Combat is resolved separately. Within the Turret 
compartment are three Crew. The paratrooper decides that, instead of fi ring his 
weapon, he is going to drop a grenade into the open turret hatch. Making a Hit check 
he gets a Blast 3 result which is doubled to 6 hits because of Contained Blast. The 
Commander and the Loader fi re back. The Commander scores a single hit and the 
Loader misses. The grenade blast is resolved as follows: Because of the 3 Blast hits 
drawn, all three Crew members are hit. Because of the Blast x2 due to Contained 
Blast, each Crew member is hit twice. Resolving the grenade blast, the paratrooper’s 
luck was with him and he kills all the Crew in the Turret. The crew taking Shoot 
actions caused a Wound and a Pin on the paratrooper. There are no Germans left in 
the Turret, the Close Combat is concluded for that compartment.

While the Close Combat is concluded for the Turret, the Hull is still contested and 
will be fought again at the end of the next phase.

Prisoners
Vehicle and Gun Crewmen may be captured just like other Soldiers in the core rules, 
with the following exception: once taken prisoner, a Crewman cannot be liberated in 
the normal sense. Should  a prisoner be liberated from his escort, he is removed from 
play and his VP value are not counted for either side.

Equip
This section expands and revises the Equip section in SDD. All of the rules in this 
section apply to both SDD and SMG for MOVE actions.

A Soldier/Crewman in SMG may be equipped with double the Soldier/Crewman’s 
VP value in Equipment VPs. For example, a Soldier valued at 6 VP can carry 12 VP in 
Equipment. Equipment cards that are not listed on the Equipment/Ordnance charts 
are excluded from this rule. For example, the Important Papers Equipment card is 25VP. It 
does not appear on the Equipment/Ordnance charts, so it is exempt from the VP limit.

Equipment
Equipment listed with a “Yes” on the Equipment/Ordnance charts counts against 
the Equip value.

A Soldier may only carry a maximum of one of any item/card if the VP value of the 
item/card is greater than the VP value of the Soldier. For example, a Soldier with VP of 3 
can only carry one stick bomb (VP of 4) along with his other equipment/ordnance.

A Soldier may always Equip an Equipment card if it belongs to that Soldier (has 
his name or his Dog Tag number on the card) regardless of the VP value of the 
Equipment card. This counts against the Soldier’s Equip limit in SDD only. For 
example, a 4 VP Soldier may Equip two radios (7 VP each) so long as at least one of them has his 
name or dog tag on the Equipment card. 

Equipment/Ordnance with a “No” in the Equip column of the Equipment/Ordnance 
Chart can be equipped without limit. However, scenario limits apply on purchasing 
Equipment/Ordnance.
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Handing Off Equipment
A Soldier/Crewman may hand off equipment to another Soldier/Crewman as a Move 
action provided such an action does not exceed the Equip value of the receiving 
Soldier/Crewman or violate the rules given on Equipment limits. This counts as a 
single Move action even though it involves two Soldiers/Crewman.

For such a hand-off to occur, both Soldiers/Crewman must be in the same square 
and, for SMG, in base-to-base contact with one another. 

Recovering Equipment
(The following rules replace or expand those found in SMG and SDD core sets.)

Certain equipment and ordnance items can be recovered on a square if abandoned by 
a Soldier or Crew, including a Vehicle or Gun. There are two cases when Equipment, 
Ordnance, or Vehicles may be recovered: on the Equipment/Ordnance Chart there 
is a “Yes” in the Search column for that item; the Equipment/Ordnance/Vehicle is 
not listed on the Equipment/Ordnance Chart and has a VP value greater than 4. For 
example, the Important Papers equipment card is not listed on the Equipment/Ordnance Chart, 
but has a VP value of 25, so it can be recovered.

Equipment/Ordnance must be recovered in the turn it was abandoned. It is removed 
from play on subsequent turns. Vehicles and Guns, however, remain for the duration 
of the game. This includes Equipment, Ordnance, Vehicles, and Gun abandoned by 
the enemy.

Recovered Equipment/Ordnance may be used by the Soldier who found them using 
the weapon’s stats.

In order to recover Equipment/Ordnance play a Move action for the Soldier/
Crewman performing the search, then make an Identity Check by drawing one card 
from the player’s Action Deck. If the dog-tag on the Soldier/Crewman matches the 
dog-tag on the card drawn, that item is recovered. 

Vehicles and Guns found by a Soldier may also be used with the following 
restrictions. Vehicles and Guns are large enough that they are recovered 
automatically. The Tactics cards provided for the original Crew as well as the Action 
cards provided for the Vehicle cannot be used to perform actions. For the Vehicle/
Gun to operate at all depends on the play of other Action cards from the player’s 
deck who recovered the Vehicle/Gun. For example, if the player plays a Move card and the 
Team Bubble says one Soldier may Shoot, a Soldier occupying the Gunner position may fi re the 
main tank Gun, if it is loaded.

The original Vehicle/Gun Action Deck, minus any remaining Soldier/Crew cards, is used 
for determining damage only, so it remains available for the remainder of the game.

Equipment cards that form the goal of a scenario are never considered abandoned 
for purposes of these rules.

SHOOT
The following rules add to and expand upon the current rules for SHOOT as found in 
the core rule sets.

Certain Vehicles allow passengers to SHOOT while mounted, such as Tank Riders, 
Half-tracks, Trucks, and Landing Craft passengers. Pinned passengers may never 
SHOOT.
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Target Aspect
The aspect of a target Vehicle (Front, Side, Rear) that is hit depends on its 
orientation to the shooter. Target Aspect is based on the orientation of the target’s 
Hull. The front of the Hull is always assumed to be pointing at a corner or one of 
the fl at sides of the map square where it is located, as is the Turret. Orient the Hull 
slightly if needed to make this clear to other players. The Target Aspect is easy to 
determine as a result. In the rare instance that a shot is directed exactly through a 
corner, the Target’s Aspect is considered to be the side.

Turrets also have a Target Aspect. While you determine the impact location (Hull, 
Turret, or Cabin) based on Hull aspect, if the hit location is the Turret, base the 
Armor value on the Turret’s aspect.

Shooting Arc
Vehicles and Guns may only Shoot at targets with their Shooting Arc. Main guns, 
and Hull and Turret mounted machine guns that appear in the Vehicle/Gun view 
must meet this requirement. The Shooting Arc for Vehicles and Guns is shown in 
the two illustrations below. The arc projects outward from the shooting Vehicle/
Gun in one of these two formats depending on the orientation, side or corner, of the 
Vehicle/Gun in question.

The Target Aspect of a Vehicle/Gun whose Front is oriented in the direction of the 
red arrows in relation to the shooter is considered the Front. Conversely, if the Rear 
is similarly oriented, then the Target Aspect is the Rear. In all other situations, the 
Target Aspect is the Side.

Should the Shooting Arc partially cross a Landmark, the entire Landmark is 
also part of the Shooting Arc. The Shooting Arc of a Vehicle/Gun in a Landmark 
projecting from the side counts both adjacent squares as the fi rst square of the 
Shooting Arc. The Shooting Arc then projects outward from the two far corners of 
these squares as normal. The Shooting Arc of a Vehicle/Gun facing the corner of a 
Landmark is the same as that projection from a regular square.
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Shooting Arc Example

Two Sherman tanks have spotted three PzKw IVHs. The Sherman tank in 24A is 
facing the side of the square shared with Square 1A. The Sherman tank in 8A is facing 
the corner shared with 13B. All three German tanks are in the Shooting Arc of the 
Sherman tank in 24A. The PzKw IVH in Landmark L4B is in the Sherman’s Shooting 
Arc as the arc crosses part of the Landmark. All three German tanks are also in the 
Shooting Arc of the Sherman in 8A, with the German tank in L4B included for the 
same reason as previously mentioned.

The Target Aspects of the three German tanks are based on the two Shooting Arc 
formats and are determined to be as follows:

Sherman in 24A – PzKw IVH in 9A is Front; PzKw IVH in 20B is Side; PzKw IVH in 
L4B is Front.

9A 20B

L4B

24A

8A
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Sherman in 8A - PzKw IVH in 9A is Side; PzKw IVH in 20B is Side; PzKw IVH in 
L4B is Front.

Note that the PzKw IVH in L4B only has the Sherman tank in 8A in its Shooting Arc. 
The Sherman’s Target Aspect would be Side.  

Protection by Vehicle Armor
Crew in unbuttoned fi ghting positions or on the deck of a Vehicle are protected by 
the Vehicle’s armor. Protection is the number of Hits subtracted from the Hit tally of 
a Shooting Soldier before the application of Damage results. This also applies to the 
Hit Tally caused by Blast Hits coming from Vehicles main guns, Artillery fi re, and 
hand-held Blast weapons.

Shooting at Dismounted Crew
Dismounted Crew who are specifi cally targeted by Shooting Soldiers gain protection 
from Shooting equal to one-half (rounded down) of the lowest armor value of the 
Vehicle’s Turret or Cabin, whichever is lower, as a reduction of the total number of 
Hits. The Crew member must be on any identifi ed exterior location on the Vehicle 
Panel, or on the “deck” as described in Mounting and Dismounting under the Move 
Action.

Shooting at Unbuttoned Crew
Crew that are fi red upon while located in an unbuttoned Fighting Position gain some 
protection from incoming fi re. That protection is the lowest Armor protection of the 
Compartment the Crewman is in or 3, whichever is lower.

Same Square
When a Vehicle is in the same square with an enemy Vehicle it may not use its 
main Gun (any Gun requiring ammunition rounds in order to fi re). This applies to a 
crewed Gun as well. It may still fi re its machine Guns and Crew may fi re their small 
arms.

ROF
The “Rate of Fire” is a limit on the number of times a heavy weapon, such as a main 
tank Gun, may SHOOT in one phase. A ROF of 2 means that 2 SHOOT actions are 
allowed during the phase using the weapon with a ROF line. Rate of Fire does not 
prevent the Crew from loading the next round even if that round cannot be fi red.

ROF restricts the number of shots made by the Main Gun per phase. ROF ignores 
any other fi ring by other weapons during the Phase. So a coaxial machine-gun can 
be fi red in the same phase regardless of fi re by a Main Gun which has a ROF limit.

Optics
Only Crew members that have Optics printed on their Fighting Position (the red box 
on the Vehicle/Gun View) gain this benefi t for SHOOT actions. The numbers are the 
negative modifi ers that are ignored when counting “range.” 

BLAST

Unless a weapon 
has a Blast 
limit, such 
as a grenade, 
every Soldier, 
Crewman, Gun, 
or Vehicle in the 
affected square is 
hit and checks for 
damage. Weapons 
that have a 
Blast multiplier, 
such as Blast 
x2, means that 
everything is hit 
that many times. 
So, a Blast x2 hits 
means everything 
in the square Hit 
Checks twice. 
This does not 
mean you take the 
number of blasts 
and multiply it by 
the multiplier to 
see how many hits 
there are.
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For example, an Optics value of 0-2 means that when performing a Shoot action, all squares 
that are between the Crewman performing the action and the target that have -1 or -2 in their ID 
panels are ignored for the specifi c action attempted.

Damage X
A weapon with a Damage multiple has exceptional kinetic power along with high 
rates of fi re, and pulls multiple damage results from the Target’s Action deck based 
on the value of ‘X’. Generally, damage-multiple weapons have no effect on the 
number of Hits achieved, only the damage caused by an achieved hit. For example, a 
.50cal MG has a Damage 2x. For every hit made by this weapon, two Damage checks are made 
from the target’s action Deck. The exception is when a damage-multiple weapon has a 
Penetration value. For example, a 37mm Auto-Cannon has a ROF of 3, a Damage Multiple 
of 3x and a Penetration of 3 at Short Range. If a Hit Check of an Infantry Target achieves 2 Hits 
then 6 Damage Results would be pulled for the target Soldier, and any Hit+ would invoke the 
Hit+ standard rule to shoot again or switch targets. If the same result was against a Vehicle’s 
Armor at short range the 2 Hits achieved would have 3 Hits of Penetration added to them for 5 
Hits of penetration. As part of this example, assume the target has an armor of 4, leaving 1 Hit 
to penetrate the armor – the 3x damage modifi es the 1 penetrating Hit into 3 Damage Results. 
Again, if a Hit+ was achieved in the original Hit Check a second Hit Check can be attempted 
using the Hit+ rules. Heavy Auto Cannons can be deadly on the battlefi eld.

Tracers
Some Vehicle weapons are marked with a Use Tracers designation. Tracers cause 
a target to be spotted by anything that does not use its own Spotted marker. For 
example, tracers are not used to Sight for other Vehicles. Only Radio Contact can be used for that 
purpose. 

Whenever a Soldier/Crewman performs a Shoot action with a weapon that has the 
Tracer attribute, place a general Spotted marker on the target if playing SMG. If 
playing SDD, replace the hidden marker with the appropriate standee, Vehicle, or 
Gun.

Loading
A loader uses Shoot Actions to move ammunition from Ready Ammo to the Gun.  A 
Shoot Action is required to select a round from Ready Ammo to be “In Hand.”, and 
another is used to allow a round “In Hand” to be placed “In Breach”. For example, 
a Dog Tag or “Shoot and Shoot again” can allow the loader to do both actions. The reverse 
can also be performed to change rounds by moving a round from “In Breach” to “In 
Hand”, then from “In Hand” to “Ready Ammo”.

Boxes are provided on the Vehicle/Gun Panel for “In Hand” and “In Breach” ammo. 
Place the appropriate ammo counter matching the round type on one of those boxes 
to indicate its state.

A round may always start the game “In Breach”.

Multi-Part Ammunition
Some ammo rounds consist of more than one part. Typically, multi-part ammo 
consists of the explosive round and a propellant charge on a cloth bag. To indicate 
this when loading, place the round marker in question from “Ready Ammo” face-
down to “In Hand”. From there it is moved face-down to “In Breach”. For the 
propellant charge, the same round is moved face-up from “In Breach” to “In Hand”. 
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It is subsequently moved face-up from “In Hand” to “In Breach” at which point it is 
ready to be fi red.

Contained Blasts
Blasts that take place inside Vehicles, Urban rooms, and X-Terrain are doubled. For 
example, a 2x Blast becomes a 4x Blast. 

Main Gun Hit Checks
The Shoot action taken with a main gun follows this three step process:

1. Determine the range and pull a Hit Check to see if the shot hit the target, and 
if so, where on the target the hit was achieved. (Keep this card in play if a Hit 
was achieved, it will be used to determine hit location and starting damage 
location.)

2. Determine if the hit penetrates the armor.

3. The penetrating hits result in damage. (Keep all damage result cards in play, in 
the order they are pulled.)

A Hit Check that result in a Hit+ must resolve steps 1, 2 and 3 before another Hit 
Check is pulled – Damage Results will accumulate, but Hits do not carry forward 
from shot to shot. This is in keeping with the Hit+ rules.

Hit Location
The Hit Check card kept in play during step 1 is used to determine the hit location – 
hull, turret, or cabin and the initial damage location. To determine the hit location, 
examine the color of the Damage Result icon on the Hit Check card and compare 
it to the damage colors (red, yellow, blue, or white), on the Vehicle/Gun View. The 
matching colored icon displayed on the aspect where the hit occurred determines the 
Hit location, either Hull, Turret or Cabin. In rare cases you will draw a Pick result 
(purple). This allows you to select the location of the hit (Hull or Turret, or Cabin).

For example, a Wreck (blue) damage result hitting from the side would use a Pin result on the 
side to determine the hit location and the armor at that location.

Penetrating a Vehicle’s Armor
The Hit Check card kept in play during step 1 is used to determine number of Hits 
achieved using the normal Hit Check procedure. If no hits were achieved then the 
shot misses completely and nothing further is done. Next look at the Penetration # 
for the ammunition type being used at the current range and sum the modifi er with 
the Hits achieved on the card. Finally, fi nd the Blast number for the ammunition 
used, pull that many Blast Hit Checks and sum the Blast Hits achieved to get the 
total penetration value. Subtract the Armor Value, if any, for the Hit Location. The 
result is the Penetration value, the number of cards pulled to determine the number 
of damage checks to the target. For example, pulling a Short Hit Check and getting 1 Hit 
at Short and 2 Hits at Long would start with 3 Hits toward penetration. If the ammunition has a 
+5 penetration it is summed to increase the Hits to 8. Finally, 3 Blast Hit Checks (because the 
ammunition used has a Blast 3) are pulled with the following results: Miss, 2 Hits, Hit; and are 
summed with the 8 Hits achieved so far for 11 Hits in total. If the Armor is 6 where the shot struck 
the Vehicle, then 11 – 6 leaves a Penetration of 5 Damage Results.

Chain Checks

When multiple 
hits are applied 
against a vehicle 
it sets up a chain 
of counting hits, 
fi nding locations, 
applying damage, 
and so on. When 
counting hits to 
determine the 
next location 
results which are 
all misses, do no 
damage, however 
you must still 
draw the next 
card to count 
hits to determine 
the next damage 
location.
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Damage Location
The Hit Check card from step 1 is used to determine the starting location for damage 
that penetrated the armor. Add up all the hits located in the Hit Check box on the 
card, including Blast. Compare the total number of Hits with the range that the shot 
took place, using the damage location chart found on the Vehicle panel. This starting 
location is where the fi rst damage check is applied. The next damage location is 
determined using the Hit Check box on the same card that was used for the Damage 
Result, that was just pulled. If the Hit Check box has all misses in it, the next 
Damage Result is as a Zip – however the remaining Damage Results continue to be 
pulled using each cards Hit Check box to determine the next location for damage.

If a Pick Damage Result is pulled the player pulling the card, picks the damage, but 
the location of the Hit moves to the other location in the vehicle – Hull, Turret or 
Cabin.

For example, if the Hit Check box has 2 hits total, and the shot was taken from Short range, with 
a Hull hit location, the damage location may read “Drive Train” which is a machinery hit. The 
target owner draws a Damage Check card and gets a KIA which is a Zip against machinery. The 
card just drawn has 4 Hits in the Hit Check box so the next damage location on the Hull Short 
Range, 4+ hits is “Spare Ammo” machinery hit. The next damage card is a Critical machinery hit 
and the Spare Ammo detonates with 56 more damage results to be pulled.

Damage Against the Vehicle
The process for determining damage against vehicles is described in this section. 
There are three parts to this: damage to the Machinery; damage to the Crew; and 
damage to the square the vehicle occupies.

For each of those damage checks, we process damage (using the target vehicle’s action 
deck) as follows:

A. Look at the appropriate Damage Check table on the upper right of the panel, Turret 
Damage, Cabin Damage, or Hull Damage. Under the target’s range, cross-reference 
the total number of hits found in the Hit Check box – Long, Short, Close and Blast 
summed together. This will give the fi rst damage location. For example, four hits at Close 
Range on the Hull will typically result in Spare Ammo as the location hit.

B. Draw a card from the target Vehicle Action deck, and check the damage icon at 
the bottom right. First, note if the icon is shaped like a blast pattern or a gear. If the 
damage pulled shows a gear icon and the location is Crew, then damage results in a 
Zip. If the damage pulled shows a blast icon and the location is machinery, then again, 
the damage result is a Zip.

If the damage icon shows a gear and the location is Machinery/Component, then apply 
that damage result to that location.  Place the appropriate Damage marker on the 
location on the Vehicle/Gun View and refer to the damage type in the Vehicle Damage 
section below. If the result is Critical, there may be additional damage processes to 
resolve.

If the damage icon shows a blast, either Kill, Wound, or Pin, and the location is Crew, 
then resolve as in Damage Against the Crew below and then continue with assessing 
damage against the Vehicle. 

If there was only one actual hit on the vehicle, or this was the last hit to resolve 
against the vehicle, then you are done and can proceed to Damage Against the Square. 
Otherwise, refer to the total number of hits on the card drawn at the beginning of step 
A and repeat the process, starting with step B above, for each additional Hit Scored.
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Damage Against the Crew
If, when determining the location for Damage Against the Vehicle, a result shows 
the location as Crew, push that card up so that the top is above the other cards in 
the Damage sequence. This will allow it to stand out as unresolved Crew Damage. 
Continue processing the remaining Damage Results against the Vehicle/Gun. Once 
all hits have damage results pulled for the Vehicle/Gun, the chain of cards pulled 
is used for any identity checks needed to determine which Soldier was hit by the 
pending damage card. The Identity Check uses the cards already laid out until a 
pending damaged result is still pending (unresolved by the existing chain of Damage 
cards). Any remaining Identity checks continue using basic rules. The Identity 
successes are only those soldiers and crew in the target compartment (Hull, Turret, 
or Cabin). Damage effects are handled per the normal Sergeants rules.

Damage Against the Square
Blast hits against a Vehicle also affect the square it’s located in.  Any Blast hits 
pulled during the shot attack the square. Resolution is done exactly as prescribed 
in the Sergeants rules. For example, if 3 Blast hits then you resolve the damage against 
the Soldiers in the square with the vehicle, including Dismounted or Unbuttoned Crew. The 
Blast Check includes all Soldiers in the square and any Crew that are marked as 
Dismounted.

Machinery Damage Types
There are several new damage types used by Sergeants Hell on Wheels: Pick, 
Wreck, Fire and Critical. Machinery damage uses a gear shape to show they apply 
only to Machinery or Components. Gear based symbols when played against the 
Soldier are treated as Zip; and Soldier damage cards are treated as Zip against 
Machinery damage locations.

Wreck
Wreck eliminates the function of the machinery in a vehicle panel. For 
example, Radios that are wrecked cancel the use of Radio actions. A track or wheel 
that is wrecked prevents the Vehicle from moving. Wrecked ammo represents 

it being scattered or blocked by other debris. Wrecked machinery can be repaired.

Repair Wreck

Repairing a Wreck requires a specifi c action by a Crew member. He must fi rst 
Move to the damaged machinery location, taking a Move action (the standee must 
be on the wrecked component). Repair actions occur: by making a successful Dog 
Tag Check resulting from drawing the Crew member’s Dog Tag or the Vehicle’s 
License Plate; by using an Equipment Card that allows Repair actions; or by using 
a Repair action declared in the Narrator Box or Talk/Team bubbles of the Action 
cards. Remove the Wreck marker to show the Machinery is repaired. For example, 
an Assistant Driver moves to repair a Track. He must fi rst Unbutton if buttoned-up 
(A Look Action), Dismount (the fi rst Move Action), Move to the Track location (the 
second Move action) – placing his standee on the wrecked Track, and fi nally play a 
Repair Wreck (the third Move) action on the track to remove the Wreck marker. Then 
he would play an additional Move action to mount the vehicle allowing the driver to 
Move the vehicle.
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Fire

Fire prevents use of a Vehicle’s Machinery and Crew positions. Fires must 
be extinguished to allow for Machinery or Crew positions to be repaired or 
occupied again. Fire markers are placed on a damaged location from either 

a Damage Result or the spread of a Fire. If a location receives a second Fire marker 
the Fire spreads immediately to an attached location that has the least number of 
fi re path icons connecting it.

Fighting Fire

Crew must fi ght a Fire or it may become necessary to abandon the Vehicle. 

Move the Crew standee to the location in question. If the machinery/component is 
located outside of a Crew Compartment, then the same process must be done as in 
the Repair Wreck example above. It takes a separate Move action to actually fi ght 
the Fire. Make a Damage Check from the Vehicle Action Deck. If the damage icon 
is a Zip, then the fi re is extinguished, the Fire marker is removed, and a Wreck 
marker is placed. If the damage icon is anything other than a Zip, Wound or Kill, 
then the Fire is extinguished, the Fire marker is removed, and a Critical marker is 
placed. If the result is a Wound or Kill then the Soldier fi ghting the Fire is either 
wounded or killed and the fi re is not extinguished.

A Crew reforming a “may put out fi re” action on an Action Card, or using an 
Extinguisher Equipment Card, may extinguish any single fi re in the Hull, Turret, 
Cabin, or exterior (same square for SDD, in contact for SMG) depending in which 
the Soldier occupies at the time. The Crewman does not have to be in the specifi c 
location on the panel, just on the Hull, Turret, Cabin, or exterior where the 
machinery/component is located. This does not require making a Damage Check so 
the soldier is safe from harm and replaces the Fire marker with a Wreck marker.

Spreading Fire

The icons between connecting locations on the Vehicle Panel show the paths Fire 
takes when it spreads. 

If a Vehicle is on Fire at the end of each Phase a Hit Check is pulled from the 
vehicle’s Action Deck for the spread of Fire. The total number of hits in the Hit 
Check box is the intensity used to spread the Fire. The Vehicle’s owning player 
chooses the direction the Fires spreads, consuming 1 hit for each fi re path icon 
on the vehicle panel connecting a location on Fire with a location not on Fire. For 
example, 3 icons along a path between a Hull MG that has a Fire marker to the Driver fi ghting 
position would consume 3 hits worth of fi re intensity to place a new Fire marker in the Driver 
Fighting Position. The most possible number of fi re intensity hits must be spent each 
phase. And, the Fire can spread to multiple locations in a single turn. The remaining 
fi re intensity hits are lost if they are unable to spread the Fire further in the phase.

If a Soldier/Crewman is on the same location as the Fire Marker when it spreads the 
Crewman makes a Damage check. A result of Wound or Zip, or any “gear” symbol 
and the Crewman automatically Dismounts or moves into another compartment if 
there is a free Crew location. Otherwise, the Crewman is killed by the Fire. 

Fire in a Spare Ammo or Ready Ammo location causes the ammo to “cook-off”. 
Add a Critical damage marker to the Fire marker in the location. If the fi re is not 
extinguished by the end of the next Phase, resolve the Critical damage. If the fi re 
is extinguished, then replace the Critical marker with a Wreck marker. Refer to 
Critical Ammo damage for assessing damage in this event. 
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Spreading Fire is the only method outside of incendiaries that a Fire may spread 
to a Crew location. Crew locations with Fire markers must be fought just like other 
locations on the Vehicle.

Out of Control Fire

If, at the end of any turn, there are more Fire markers than friendly Soldiers in a 
Vehicle, then the vehicle must be abandoned. All Soldiers must dismount from the 
vehicle as quickly as possible using any Move actions available to them.

Critical
When a Critical damage result occurs, place a Critical marker on the 
damaged location. A Critical result destroys the machinery/component, 
leaving it irreparable. In the case of Ready or Spare ammunition receiving 

Critical damage it suffers low order detonations based on the number of rounds of 
ammunition. When Critical damage is determined and it involves either Spare or 
Ready ammo locations, process these additional hits after all other vehicle damage is 
assessed as Close Range Damage. 

A location on a Vehicle may never receive more than one Critical damage result. 
Treat all additional Critical results on a single location as a Zip.

Critical Ammo Damage

Ammo detonates when Critical damage occurs. Each round of ammo counts as a hit 
as in the process described in Damage Against the Vehicle above. Add the number 
of additional hits to the current hit count when assessing damage. For example, if the 
current number of hit cards to draw is 9 and the current number rounds in Ready Ammo is 3, 
then the adjusted hit count is 12. If there is no ammo in Ready Ammo, then no additional 
damage occurs. Regardless of additional damage results, the original Critical marker 
remains in place on that Ammo location.

The number of Damage Checks is printed next in Spare ammo location on the 
Vehicle Panel.

When more than 20 additional damage checks are required from the detonation 
of ammo, the Vehicle is destroyed. All Soldiers that were in the Vehicle, or riding 
as passengers, are removed from play and their VPs, and that of the Vehicle, are 
awarded to the opposing player.

Critical Move Damage

A Vehicle receiving any Critical damage to a drive train, transmission, engine, wheel 
or track is immobilized for the remainder of the game. It can no longer perform a 
Move action using the Hull. This does not affect the Crew, except the Driver may not 
Move the Vehicle. Any Turrets may still Move, however.

Pick
A Pick result drawn when determining initial hit location, Hull, Cabin, 
or Turret allows the player drawing it to choose the location hit. When 
assessing damage, a Pick allows the drawing player to determine the type of 

damage to assess.

When using a Pick to choose the damage type assessed, the current Fighting 
Compartment where succeeding damage occurs must be changed. 
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For example, when assessing damage against a location in the Hull a Pick is drawn. The player 
may decide to choose a Zip result, but in doing so any remaining damage moves to the Turret (or 
Cabin if one exists, player’s choice). 

A SHOOT Example
A Panzer IV fi res at a Sherman tank from the rear at 
Short range using an AP round. 

The card drawn from the PzIV’s Action Deck has the 
following hit checks: Long: Hit, Short:3 Hits, Close: 
Hit+, and Blast: Miss. Only the Long and Short ranges 
are used to determine the number of hits so 1 + 3 = 4. 
An additional Blast Hit Check is drawn scoring 1 Hit 
because the Blast column on the PzIV’s panel for an AP 
round has a 1 for one additional Blast Hit Check card, 
so the total is now 5. Penetration at Short range using 
an AP round is +9 so 9 + 5 = 14 hits. 

Damage result on the Hit Check card is a “Zip”. “Zip” 
indicates that the shot struck the rear Hull which has 
an armor of 4 so 13-4 = 9, the number of damage cards 
from penetration pulled against the Sherman. Keep in 
mind the 1 Blast hit in the calculation as it will be used 
later. 

Using the original card drawn Hit Check, determine 
the starting damage location. Add all of the hits 
including the Blast check so 1 + 3 + 1 + 0 = 5. Cross 
reference that with the Hull Damage table at Short 
range which results in a hit to the Drive Train.

 Now switch to the Sherman’s Action Deck and 
determine the outcome of the fi rst hit to the Drive 
Train. The card drawn has a Wreck result so the Drive 
Train is wrecked. Place a Wreck marker on the Drive 
Train on the Sherman’s Vehicle Panel. 

To determine the location of the second hit, add all of 
the Hit Checks from this card: Long: 1 Hit, Short: Miss, 
Close: 3 Hits, Blast: 1 Hit. The total is 1 + 0 + 3 + 1 = 
5. Cross reference that with the Hull Damage table at 
Short range which results in another hit to the Drive 
Train. 

The Sherman draws another card to determine the 
outcome of the second Hit. This time the gear symbol 
says Pick so the target player chooses to play it as 
a “Zip”, resulting in no damage to the Drive Train. 
However, all future Damage checks will be made 
against the Turret unless another Pick damage result 
is revealed. 

To determine the location of the third hit, add all of 
the Hit Checks from this card: Long: Miss, Short: Hit, 
Close: Miss, Blast: 2 Miss. The result is 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 
1. Cross reference that with the Turret Damage table at 
short range which results in a hit to the Crew.
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The Sherman draws another card to determine the 
outcome of the third Hit. The card drawn is a Kill. An 
Identity Check reveals that the Loader is killed. The 
Loader is removed from play per the normal rules.

Now, going back to the card with the Kill damage on 
it the fourth hit location is determined. The total of the 
Hit Checks from this card are: Long: Miss, Short: Miss, 
Close: 2 Hits, Blast: Hit so 0 + 0 + 2 + 1 = 3. Cross 
reference that with the Turret Damage table at short 
range which results in a hit to the Turret MG.

The Sherman draws another card to determine the 
outcome of the fourth Hit. This time the gear symbol 
says Fire so place a Fire marker on the Turret MG on 
the Vehicle Panel. Remember that if the Crew is unable 
to extinguish the fi re the target player will have to 
check at the end of each phase to see if the fi re spreads.  To determine the location of 
the fi fth hit, we fi nd the following: Long: Hit, Short: Miss, Close: Miss, Blast: Hit. The 
total is 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 2 cross reference that with the 
Turret Damage table at short range which results in a 
hit to the Ready Ammo.

The Sherman draws another card to determine the 
outcome of the fi fth hit and draws a Critical. There are 
3 rounds in Ready Ammo on the Sherman, so the total 
hit count is increased by 3 to a new total of 12. Ouch!

The total number of hits on the card is tallied and 
damage assessment continues until the last hit is 
assessed. In this case, we have 7 more hits to go!

After this process is concluded, we handle any Blast 
hits. Recalling that there is 1Blast hit, if the square has 
any Soldiers or dismounted Crew, including passengers 
on the deck or Turret, we resolve 1x Blast checks per the 
normal rules.

Whew!

                                               

Advanced Rules

Tactics Modules
Vehicle and Gun panels are governed by the same rules as Team Tactics panels in 
the core game. 

Each Vehicle includes with it a set of Team Tactics cards. All of the Team Tactics 
cards are used and are part of the Vehicle Action deck if at least one member of the 
Crew is trained to serve the Vehicle.
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Markers and Equipment Cards
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels introduces additional markers, man-packed weapons, 
and equipment. This section details these items and expands or replaces core rules 
regarding their use. This section also clarifi es existing cards regarding their use in 
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels.

Equipment Cards
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels includes a large number of Equipment cards. Rules listed 
on the cards that contradict rules in the book take precedent.

Players may still use older Equipment cards from core sets. However, if the language 
on those cards differs from the same cards provided in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels, 
the language on the latter cards take precedent.

Fire Markers
Some vehicle ammo rounds have FIRE printed in the Blast column for that round. 
When that round is fi red, place a Fire marker on the square. This Fire marker 
behaves in every way as detailed in the core rules.

Fire from Incendiary AT Weapons
Some Fire is caused by man-packed incendiaries or rounds that cause Fire damage, 
such as Molotov Cocktails, Flamethrowers, White Phosphorous, and the like. The 
core rules cover their effects regarding squares, Landmarks, Urban, and X-Terrain. 
When these weapons are used against Vehicles the effect is somewhat different. The 
Player whose Soldier/Crewman used one of these weapons makes a Hit check as 
normal. If there is a Blast Hit, then the initial location is determined by looking at 
the color of the damage icon as usual, based on the target’s aspect. The result will be 
either Hull, Turret, or Cabin. The number of Blast hits normally used to determine 
the starting location of damage is ignored and replaced by the following:

1. If the hit is against the Turret and any hatch is unbuttoned, then the initial 
location for damage is Crew. Otherwise, no damage occurs.

2. If the hit is against the Hull front and a hatch is unbuttoned, the initial location 
is Crew. If no hatches are unbuttoned, then no damage occurs. A hit against the 
Hull rear starts at the Engine location. A hit on the Hull side means the owner 
of the target chooses one or the other of the previous two locations. Note that 
this could result in no damage if the Hull is buttoned-up.

3. If the hit is against the Cabin, then the damage location starts with Crew/
Passengers.

In all cases when determining damage, the damage result is always Fire on the 
given location.  Treat Fire just like a Fire result in a square when concerning Crew 
and Passengers.

Pop Smoke
Any Vehicle that can carry Tank Riders and Combat Teams excluding other 
Soldiers carried as passengers, can Pop Smoke. This is a SHOOT action and can be 
performed by the Gunner, Commander or any Crew position that has the Unbutton 
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icon above the Crew Card slot.

Place a 2x smoke marker in the square where the Vehicle is located to indicate this 
action.

Popping smoke generates an automatic Take Cover action by the Vehicle with a 
-3 Hide bonus. The rules found in SMG and SDD for Taking Cover and Smoke are 
used to determine if the Take Cover action is successful to remove a normal Spotted 
marker.

A Vehicle popping smoke uses the Cover Number with an additional -3 Hide 
modifi er in it square. Cover is handle normally for removing a general Spotted 
marker, tracing modifi ers to the closest enemy soldier. However each enemy vehicle 
has the Take Cover check traced for them individually – the path for each license 
plate is traced separately to see if it can be removed. 

Smoke Generators
Some Vehicles are equipped with smoke generators, or a Soldier aboard may be 
equipped with a Smoke Pot or Smoke Generator equipment card (an exception to the 
Pop Smoke rule). A Vehicle so equipped may pop smoke as detailed above. However, 
if the Vehicle leaves the original square where smoke markers are fi rst set, 2x 
smoke markers are automatically placed in each new square the Vehicle moves into.  
Smoke disperses per the normal rules.

Improvements
Sergeants: Hell on Wheels includes a new terrain overlays, Roadblocks and 
Barricades, and expands the existing rules for mines found in SDD to allow their use 
universally in all Sergeants systems. 

Roadblocks and Barricades
Roadblocks and Barricades are new terrain overlays for use in any Sergeants 
game that uses Vehicles. There are two provided for SMG and two for SDD. 
Roadblocks are placed during Scenario Setup either as part of a scenario or by 
Player agreement. Place the roadblock in such a way that the road segments overlay 

the road graphics on the square/Landmark. 
Roadblocks may only be set on roads and must be 
entirely within a single square/Landmark.

The roadblock’s LOOK and SHOOT modifi ers 
apply only to targets at least partially on the 
overlay, otherwise those printed on the square/
Landmark are used. Guns and Vehicles occupy 
an overlay if the model, when used, is partially 
on the overlay. When using the Vehicle/Gun fl ats, 
Vehicles and Guns are considered on the overlay 
if the License Plate at least partially covers the 
overlay. 

Roadblocks do not allow movement through the 
overlay for any Vehicle, unless it is fully tracked. 
Vehicles wishing to pass around a Roadblock, 
and fully tracked vehicles wanting to cross a 
roadblock, must make an Open Move. Thus a 
Vehicle making a Road Move must stop and wait 

SMOKE

Remember that 
Smoke doubles 
the SHOOT, 
LOOK and 
HIDE modifi ers 
on a square 
or Landmark, 
including positive 
modifi ers which 
makes it easier to 
SHOOT, LOOK 
and HIDE.
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until a subsequent Move action to make a Move in the open, taking any Bog Checks 
as appropriate. If the Vehicle wishes to continue moving along the road, then it must 
wait until a subsequent Move action to do so.

A Vehicle may not enter a square containing a Roadblock if there is no room for the 
model or fl at to fi t without being on the overlay itself, unless the Vehicle is fully 
tracked. The ‘T’ movement modifi er applies when a tracked Vehicle attempts to 
move off of the overlay. 

One Soldier/Crewman may occupy the fi ghting position on a Roadblock overlay. The 
fi ghting positions offers a “-2 Hits” protection for that Soldier/Crewman. A Field 
Telephone may be purchased for the Soldier manning the Roadblock.

Vehicles as Roadblocks
A Vehicle that is destroyed, abandoned, or otherwise immobilized is considered a 
roadblock if the Vehicle is entirely on the road or covers the road across both sides. 

Mines
Mines represent defensive munitions meant to damage enemy Soldiers/Crewman, 
Vehicles, and to channel movement.

Players may purchase mines only if they have Hold orders, the special rules of the 
scenario allow the mines be placed, or the Vehicle/Gun notes on the panel allow it.

Any mention of a “minefi eld” in the rules, or elsewhere, refers to a square or 
Landmark containing mine tokens.

Types
There are fi ve types of mines in the game: Anti-Tank, General Purpose, (Anti-
Personnel), Mixed, Booby Trap, and Fake. Anti-Tank mines are used against 
Vehicles. As such, they cannot be detonated by Soldiers/Crew. General Purpose 
mines are used against Soldiers/Crew, but may be detonated by Vehicles as well. 
Mixed mines are a combination of General Purpose and Anti-Tank mines and may 
be detonated by Soldiers/Crew and Vehicles. Fake mines are dummy mines placed to 
trick the enemy into thinking they are real. They do have a small detonative effect 
against Soldiers/Crew, however. Booby-traps are typically used against infantry 
in closed-in locations such as buildings, forests, Vehicles, and the like meant more 
to rattle morale than cause physical casualties. They also have a small detonative 
effect against Soldiers/Crew.

Purchasing Mines
Mines are purchased from the Equipment/Ordnance Chart during Scenario Setup. 
All mines must be purchased, including Fake mines.  

Two General-Purpose mine tokens, four for a Landmark, count as a General Purpose 
(Anti-Personnel) mine. Two Anti-Tank mine tokens, four for a Landmark, count as 
an Anti-Tank mine. A combination of one General-Purpose token and one Anti-Tank 
token counts as a Mixed Mine. For Landmarks, any combination of General Purpose 
and Anti-Tank mines counts as a Mixed minefi eld. In all cases, if any of the tokens 
in a Square or Landmark are Fake, then the mine is Fake. 
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You purchase mines based on the type the combination of mine tokens count as. For 
Landmarks, you must double the purchase cost, For example, I want to place a Fake 
minefi eld in a Landmark. I can choose any four mine tokens so long as one of them is 
Fake. It costs me 2VP to do so, mine costs are doubled in a Landmark. 

Placement
Mines are placed during Scenario Setup or may be placed during the game if part 
of the load-out of a Vehicle (see the particular Vehicle’s notes for details). Mines are 
placed in squares with the type of mine icon facing down. Only one type of mine may 
be placed per square, or four in a Landmark. A Landmark with three or less mine 
tokens in it has no effect. When rules or Ordnance cards call for placing a mine, it 
means placing two tokens.

Placing Booby-Traps
Booby-traps and Fake mines are placed just like other mines. However, they may 
also be placed in X-Terrain and Urban terrain. When placing mines in X-Terrain 
and Urban terrain, the mine token is placed in the desired room. Fake mines placed 
in rooms have no detonative effect.

Detonating Mines
Mines are detonated any time a Soldier/Crewman or Vehicle physically Moves into a 
square with mines, Moves within a square or Landmark, including changing facing 
– except for turret rotation, or attempts to move to another square or Landmark if 
starting in a square or Landmark with mines. In the case of Booby-traps, they are 
detonated when a Soldier/Crewman enters or leaves a square/ Landmark, X-Terrain 
room, or Urban room.

Mines are detonated as follows:

1. Anti-Tank mines are detonated by any Vehicle.

2. General Purpose and Fake mines are detonated by any Soldier/Crewman or 
Vehicle.

3. Booby-traps are detonated by any Soldier/Crewman.

Resolving Detonations
All hits from mines are Blast attacks, and use Close Range for Damage Location.

Make Blast checks as follows:

1. Anti-Tank mines are 5x Blast Checks against the Vehicle that detonates 
them. The fi rst hit is automatically placed on the Hull wheel/track on the Hull 
Damage chart.

2. General Purpose mines are 3x Blast Hits checks against the Soldier/Crewman 
or Vehicle that detonated it. If a Vehicle detonates the mine, then all of the 
Checks are made against it. If a Soldier/Crewman detonates it, then all Blast 
checks apply only to Soldiers/Crewmen in the square or Landmark. The 
German S-Mine  (Bouncing Betty) Equipment card falls into this category, 
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although its usage remains as printed on the Equipment card.

3. Mixed mines are Blast 8x Hit checks against the Soldier/Crewman or Vehicle 
that detonated it. If a Vehicle detonate the mine, then all of the Checks are 
made against it. If a Soldier/Crewman detonates it, then all Blast checks apply 
only to Soldiers/Crewmen in the square or Landmark.

4. Booby traps are 1x Blast Checks and only applied to the Soldier/Crewman who 
detonated it.

5. Fake Mines are 1x Blast Checks against Soldiers/Crewman in the square or 
Landmark.

Damage checks are made as detailed in the core rules for Blast damage.

Mines remain in play unless removed by specialized Vehicles or Equipment. Booby 
traps, however, are removed after they detonate.
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Artillery
Artillery consists of those assets that are not represented by on-map forces in the 
game, but are instead either called-in using radios or preset during scenario setup. 
While these assets can be purchased from the Equipment/Ordnance Chart, some 
have usage restrictions based on scenario special rules. The use of these rules is not 
restricted to Sergeants: Hell on Wheels and can be used in any game so long as the 
proper type of radio is in play.

All artillery and radios, walkie-talkies, and fi eld phones must be purchased during 
Scenario setup.

Heavy Artillery or Rockets are preplanned fi re against Landmarks and X-Terrain 
only. The Turn that the barrage is preplanned for is recorded secretly and revealed 
in the event step at the start of the Turn and resolved.

Purchasing Artillery
Artillery is purchased by type by paying the given cost in VP. A player may purchase 
one Heavy Artillery or Rocket barrage and as many other artillery types as desired, 
within the limits of allotted VPs or scenario special rules.

Types
There are six types of artillery fi re that may be called in: Light, representing organic 
assets such as medium mortars, infantry Guns, and howitzers of 81mm or less; 
Medium, representing heavy mortars and artillery of 105mm to 155mm; Heavy 
Artillery, representing rockets and artillery above 155mm.

Artillery 
Type

Radio or 
Phone 

Required
VP 

Cost Effect Arrives

Medium 
Mortars

Radio, Walkie-
Talkie, Field-

Telephone
2 2x Blast

Normal – After 1 Sight 
Action by Field-Telephone 
and 2 by others after 1 
LOOK Phase.

Relay – 2 Sight Actions 
after 1 LOOK Phase.

Light 
Artillery

Radio, Walkie-
Talkie 3 3x Blast

Heavy 
Mortars

Radio, Field-
Telephone 4 4X Blast Normal – 2 Sight Action 

after 1 LOOK Phase.

Relay – 3 Sight Actions 
After 2 LOOK Phases.

Medium 
Artillery

Radio, Field-
Telephone 5 5x Blast

Rockets Scenario 
Specifi c 5 5x Blast During Step 4 of the Play 

Sequence on the specifi ed 
turn.Heavy 

Artillery
Scenario 
Specifi c 6 6x Blast

Artillery markers are provided in two colors, one for each side in the game. Artillery 
markers are generic and consist of cross-hairs on the front, and lettered-pairs with 
ON TARGET an FAKE on the back. These markers are used to show the location of 
potential incoming fi re, and track the timing and type of incoming fi re. Make sure 
your opponent knows what letter-pair represents what type of Artillery.
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Calling Artillery Fire
As with Radio Contact made with Vehicles, Radio Contact must be made by 
Radio, Walkie-Talkie, or Field Telephone to call Artillery. This requires either 
the appropriate Equipment card or an “on-board” radio set listed on a Vehicle or 
Gun Panel in the Look box. The communication device used to make the call also 
determines the type of Artillery that may be used.

Radio – May call any type of Artillery

Walkie-Talkie – May only call Medium Mortars and Light Artillery.

Field Telephone – May only call Medium and Heavy Mortars, and Medium Artillery.

As with Vehicle radios, Radio Contact requires a specifi ed number of LOOK Phases. 
Vehicles use the listed Radio Value for the number of LOOK phases, all others use 
the artillery table or 2 LOOK Phases if the contact type is not listed.

Placement and Tracking
When Radio Contact is established to call in Artillery (by the required number of 
LOOK phases occurring in a single turn or by additionally playing Action Cards 
listing LOOK – but not ANY – action), the Player may call Artillery fi re using Sight 
actions. Select Artillery Sighting markers with the same letter designation on the 
back, and place one marker on the map and one marker on the artillery call chart as 
follows:

1. Field-Telephone contact for Medium and Heavy Mortars is placed on the 1 Sight 
row.

2. Radio and Walkie-Talkie contact for Medium Mortars and Light Artillery is 
placed on the 2 Sight row.

3. Radio and Field-Telephone contact for Medium Artillery is placed on the 3 Sight 
row.

Move the Artillery Sighting marker up 1 row for each Sight action taken by the 
Radio Equipped Soldier or the Vehicle. In addition, a Leader in the Vehicle or in 
Combat Contact with the Radio operator may also Sight for artillery and move the 
Artillery Sighting Marker up one row.

Once the Artillery Sighting marker reaches the “On Target” line of the Artillery 
Track the marker is revealed and resolved.

Artillery Reveal and Resolution
The Artillery marker placed on the target Map Square or Landmark must is 
revealed as either ON TARGET or FAKE.

The number of Blast Hit Checks indicated by the Artillery type is resolved on the 
target Map Square or Landmark and the marker is then removed.

Vehicles and Guns in Target Square
Vehicles and Guns in the target Map Square or Landmark are included in any Blast 
checks. As in the core rules, if multiple players have Soldiers/Crew and Vehicles 
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in the target square or Landmark, then the Shooting player decides in what order 
players draw cards to determine who or what takes damage. When a Vehicle or Gun 
is hit by artillery fi re, the armor value used when determining penetration is always 
the lowest Armor value on the Vehicle.

Optional Rules
Optional rules are provided here for players to experiment with in games of 
Sergeants. These rules may severely unbalance play or may be incomplete, so use 
them only if all players agree to their inclusion in the game.

Trained Snipers
Soldiers that have the “Sniper” label on their Soldier Card and are equipped with a 
Scope, may halve Armor protection when shooting at unbuttoned or “on deck” Crew.

Ammo Loadouts
All Vehicles and Guns with non HE or AP ammunition are limited to 12VP worth 
of other main gun ammunition (Special or Smoke), unless otherwise noted in a 
scenario’s special rules. This helps to prevent some player’s from loading up a Sherman with 
nothing but Smoke rounds, for example. They can still do so, but it leaves very few VPs for other 
ammo types.

SMG Style Movement for Vehicles
[SMG Only] As an alternative to using the SDD movement rules for vehicles, SMG 
players may use the original SMG movement rules, with some modifi cations.  This 
section replaces How to Move, Movement Modifi ers and Facing.  All other Vehicle 
movement rules apply

Move Actions
Vehicles may Move once per action type: dog tag (for the Driver) or license plate (for 
the Vehicle), talk bubble, and Narrator Box. Each may contribute one Move action 
to the Vehicle’s movement. Each Move action taken by a Vehicle allows either Open 
or Road movement, but these cannot be combined in the same action. For example, a 
card with Move as its action that has a dog tag matching the Vehicle you want to move and a talk 
bubble saying a Vehicle may move, then move again.

Distance Moved
When measuring movement, measure from the closest edge of the Vehicle, towards 
the destination. Each Move action allows a Vehicle to Move up to 5 inches (minus 
the Move modifi er from the map square or Landmark the Vehicle occupies at the 
start of the move), for each square indicated on the Vehicle Panel under Move. For 
example, a Sherman tank has an Open movement rate of 1 square and a Road movement rate of 
3 squares. It may move 5” in open terrain, and 15” if it stays on a road for its entire Move. If it 
begins in a square with a -1 Move modifi er, it will only move 4” in open terrain (and require a 
Bog check). 
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Turning
Vehicles move in a straight line unless some movement is spent to turn.  Spending 
the length of the models hull in inches allows a Vehicle to turn up to 90 degrees 
to either side. Use of a Move+ or Move++ marker to carry over up to 2 inches of 
movement to the next movement action. This may occur at any point during a Move 
action. Vehicles on roads are exempt from spending movement to make turns on 
Roads under 180 degrees. So, in Open terrain, the Sherman tank in the example above could 
move 3”, and place a Move++ to save 2 inches toward the 45 degrees turn to the right (the 
Sherman is 4.5 inches long).  On a Road, it could move 15” inches if it did not turn more than 90 
degrees to follow the road.

Using SMG movement, a Vehicle does not have to end its turn facing a corner or 
side. Unlike individual Soldiers, a Vehicle need not end its movement fully inside 
of a map square or Landmark. The center of the Turret or Hull front, as used in 
Measuring Distance, determines the Map Square or Landmark location of the 
Vehicle for determining which Terrain Modifi ers, Random Events or location-based 
attacks.

Schürzen
Vehicles equipped with Schürzen, spaced armor, such as the Panzer IVH, have 
additional protection against HEAT rounds. The armor on a hit location that has 
Schürzen is doubled versus HEAT rounds. For example, the Panzer IVH has Schürzen on 
its Hull sides, and on its Turret sides and rear.

Shooting in Combat Contact
The core rules make a distinction between Combat Contact during Fights that 
take place in a Map Square or Landmark, and Close Combat that takes place in 
X-Terrain, Urban, and Vehicle Compartments. Close Combat involves a Shooting 
step that Combat Contact does not. Players may choose to make all Combat Contacts 
Close Combats.

Fight and Buttoned-Up
A Vehicle that is Buttoned Up allows the Crew to Shoot fi rst during a Close Combat 
resolution. This is regardless of the initiative.
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Designer’s Notes
If you are already a Sergeants player, you will have very little problem playing 
Sergeants Hell on Wheels. The issues for most players that are familiar with 
Sergeants are when their short cuts no longer work. For example, many players count 
Range by counting the modifi ers as they count the distance. This is a short cut that players use 
to combine 2 rules; Distance – the number of squares between 2 points, and Range the capacity 
of a Soldier or weapon to reach the target. Generally, this short cut helps speed play. But in 
most cases, it does not when playing Sergeants: Hell on Wheels. Splitting the distance step from 
the range simplifi es the use of Vehicle and Gun panels. So the rules say, Count the modifi ers 
and subtract them from the range. Then see if the distance is equal to or less than the range. By 
doing this in the right order, Optics and Smoke eff ects on Range are applied before, Distance is 
determined, insuring the right result is reached in all cases.

To help refresh you on the basics of the Sergeants system here are the principals 
that matter most.

1. Count the distance.

2. Sum the modifi ers with Range. For example, Sight 14 Sq. -6 LOOK equals 8 Squares 
range.

3. Optics ignore certain LOOK modifi ers printed on the map, before adjustments 
for environment like smoke, fog or night to name only a few.

4. Actions are taken by Talk Bubble, Dog Tag or Narrator Box. Each one must be 
completed separately before moving to the next action source.

5. Actions are taken Soldier by Soldier and Vehicle by Vehicle. For example, if a Talk 
Bubble says 2 Soldiers may Move, then Shoot, each Soldier Moves and then Shoots before 
another Soldier takes an action. This is critical in Sergeants: Hell on Wheels since 
a Gunner slewing a Turret and fi ring the main Gun can be done before the 
Loader takes a new round from Ready to In Hand and places that round in the 
breach leaving the main Gun ready to fi re during the next phase. 

6. Preempt cards are Tactics Cards that go before the opponent takes their Action 
Phase. Often Preempt Cards have a requirement that must be met before they 
can be used.

7. React cards are Tactics Cards that are played after the opponent takes their 
Action, but before the reacting Player starts their Phase. They also may have 
requirements that need to be met.
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Vocabulary
Buttoned-Up – Hatches of a Vehicle being closed in order to protect Crew from 
incoming fi re. Buttoned-up is the default state.

Cabin – That portion of the Vehicle that cannot independently face from the Hull 
but which in all other respects acts as a Turret would. It is also the location where 
passengers are located. See also, Tank Riders.

Close Combat – The unique situation when resolving Combat Contact with 
Vehicles, in X-Terrain, and in Urban that involves a Close Range Shooting step.

Combat Contact – When opposing Soldiers/Crew, Vehicles, and/or Guns are 
located in the same square or Landmark. Combat Contact involving a Vehicle is 
Close Combat. Combat Contact results in a Fight. 

Compartment – See Fighting Compartment

Contained Blast – Blast checks that takes place in a Vehicle compartment, Urban 
room, or in X-Terrain. Blast checks are doubled in these locations. 

Crew – Soldiers that occupy the Fighting Position and Crew Soldier card positions 
on the panel.

Crew Location – See Fighting Position

Dismount – The act of moving a Soldier onto the Map from the Vehicle Panel. 

Fighting Compartment – The Turret, Cabin or Hull as a collection of Fighting 
Positions and Machinery/Components and is used to group damage.

Fighting Position – A Crewman’s location in a Fighting Compartment as depicted 
by the red boxes on the Vehicle or Gun View.

Fire Path –A line of fl ame icons that indicate the path along which the fi re may 
spread.

Gun – Field artillery, anti-tank Guns, infantry Guns, cannons, heavy mortars, 
and the like requiring a Crew and making use of a Team panel like that used for 
Vehicles.

Hatch – The entry way into the Hull or Turret of most tanks and armored cars. 
Hatches are either Buttoned-Up or Unbuttoned. 

Hits Scored – the number of Hits against a vehicle that proceed to the damage 
location process.

Hull – The portion of the Vehicle that moves the Vehicle and includes the engine 
and transmission. The Hull has Fighting Positions, Machinery/Components, 
Equipment, and Armor all located in that compartment of the Vehicle.

In Breach – A place to put the ammunition that is about to be fi red.

In Hand – A place to hold ready ammunition as it travels to the breach from Ready 
Ammo.

License Plate – A Vehicle/Gun’s version of the Dog Tag.

Machinery/Component – A damage location as depicted by the yellow rounded 
boxes on the panel. Machinery/Components may include Equipment or Weapons. 
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For the purposes of reducing the density of detail on the Vehicle to ease information 
overload certain Machinery omits these details, such as: MOVE is tied to Engine, 
Drive Train, Tracks and Wheels; SHOOT is tied to the weapons. In the interest of 
brevity these functions are assumed to be in place on all Vehicles.

Mount – The act of moving a Soldier onto a Vehicle Panel from the Map. A Vehicle 
must be stopped for a Soldier to mount (has no Move+/++ markers). Mounting 
requires a MOVE action and Climb costs must be paid if playing Sergeants 
Miniatures Game.

Ready Ammo – The ammo bought by the player that can be fi red during the battle, 
and is represented by ammunition markers.

Round – Munitions fi red from Guns, Mortars, and Vehicle main armament.

SDD – Sergeants D-Day.

Sight – The action taken to “Spot” a target and place a Spotted Marker.

SMG– Sergeants Miniatures Game.

Shooting Arc – The restriction placed on Vehicle and Gun weapons in order to fi re 
at a target. 

Spare Ammo – The ammunition that is unavailable during the battle but which 
can cause catastrophic damage if hit.

Tank Riders – Soldiers that are on the “deck” or Turret of a Vehicle and are not 
part of the Vehicle’s Crew, Team, or Passengers.

Target Aspect – The part of the Vehicle or Gun that is the initial location for hits 
from enemy fi re. This is either Front, Side, or Rear.

Turret – The portion of the Vehicle which can independently face from the Hull. 
The Turret has Fighting Positions, Machinery/Components, and Equipment located 
in that compartment of the Vehicle.

Unbuttoned – An open hatch or door on a Vehicle. A marker is placed on a Fighting 
Position which can Unbutton on the Vehicle. Soldiers that are unbuttoned take no 
Sight penalty from the Vehicle. 
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